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Abstract
We describe the category of homotopy coalgebras, concentrating on proper-
ties of relatively cofree homotopy coalgebras, morphisms and coderivations from
an ordinary coalgebra to a relatively cofree homotopy coalgebra, morphisms and
coderivations between coalgebras of latter type. Cobar- and bar-constructions be-
tween counit-complemented curved coalgebras, unit-complemented curved algebras
and curved homotopy coalgebras are described. Using twisting cochains an adjunc-
tion between cobar- and bar-constructions is derived under additional assumptions.
To the memory of Ukrainian mathematician Yuriy Victorovych Bodnarchuk
0.1. Introduction In this article we discuss curved algebras in sufficiently general
monoidal category pV,b,1q e.g. of graded modules over a graded commutative ring.
Attempts to construct a dual notion lead us to curved homotopy coalgebras. The notion
of a homotopy coalgebra is studied in detail here. It is a particular case of homotopy
comonoid defined by Leinster [Lei99, Definition 2.2]. This concept under the name of
quasi-comonoid is important also for Pridham [Pri10, Definition 1.4].
Definition of homotopy coalgebras is quite simple: it is a lax Monoidal functor C from
the category Oopsk to V, where Osk is the category of finite ordered sets n “ t1 ă 2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă
nu, n ě 0, and their non-decreasing maps. Thus Osk coincides with the algebraist’s ∆. A
different notation following [BLM08] is chosen in order not to confuse with another ∆, the
category of non-empty finite ordered sets. Certainly, an ordinary counital coassociative
coalgebra gives rise to a homotopy coalgebra.
Existence of cobar- and bar-constructions depends on the chosen supply of coalge-
bras. For conilpotent coalgebras these constructions are presented in [Lyu13]. The cofree
conilpotent coalgebras are tensor objects XT “
š
nPNX
bn equipped with the cut comul-
tiplication. The main example of a homotopy coalgebra C “ XT˜ uses Cp1q “ XTˆ “ś
nPNX
bn. This homotopy coalgebra is cofree with respect to ordinary coalgebras in V.
It is the main ingredient of curved homotopy coalgebras defined in this article.
Curved (dg-)algebras and curved (dg-)coalgebras were defined by Positselski over a
field [Pos11] and with some topology over a local ring [Pos12]. In order to make his cobar-
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and bar-constructions work in V we assume that the image of the unit η : 1 Ă Ñ A
of an algebra admits a direct complement in V, similarly, the kernel of the counit ε :
C Ź 1 admits a direct complement in V. Choosing one of these complements we
obtain unit-complemented algebras and counit-complemented coalgebras. We provide
cobar-construction as a functor from counit-complemented curved coalgebras to unit-
complemented curved algebras and bar-construction as a functor from unit-complemented
curved algebras to curved homotopy coalgebras. The latter target is chosen in order that
an analogue of adjunction holds true. Namely, two bimodules over the categories of curved
coalgebras and curved algebras are isomorphic to the bimodule of twisting cochains. Using
additional grading it is possible for some class of coalgebras such that XT » XT˜ to
redefine the bar-construction as a functor to ordinary (not homotopy) curved coalgebras,
so that cobar- and bar-constructions were adjoint to each other.
0.2. Conventions There are two reasons to write down an operator (mapping, functor)
on the right of its argument. First of all, some of our mappings are homogeneous of certain
degree and the Koszul rule does not allow arbitrary placing of symbols of certain degree
requiring a sign. We use right internal homs as in A8-category setting of [BLM08]. In
particular, composition of two morphisms f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ Z is denoted fg “ f ¨g.
The tensor product of two morphisms f , g of graded modules of degree deg f , deg g acts
on homogeneous elements as
pxb yq.pf b gq “ p´1qdeg y¨deg fxf b yg “ p´1qy¨fxf b yg.
Secondly, the shift or translation functor rns taking a graded module M to itself with
the shifted grading Mrns is usually written on the right. Among the two possible ways
to write down the tensor module, TM and MT , the latter is preferable because it is clear
what mean MrnsT and MT rns, however ambiguous TMrns requires additional paren-
theses. Besides we do not follow the ‘operator on the right’ rule strictly and expressions
similar to fpxq occur in the article as well.
Note that Monoidal categories and functors [BLM08, Definitions 2.5, 2.6] that we
speak about in this article are the same as unbiased monoidal categories and functors
[Lei03, Definition 3.1.1]. It is safe to view Monoidal categories as strongly or even strictly
monoidal. In the terminology ‘lax/colax Monoidal categories and functors’ we also follow
[BLM08, Definitions 2.5, 2.6]. Discrepancy between these terms and other existing ter-
minology (oplax) should not confuse the reader, for we indicate the direction of structure
morphisms explicitly. E.g. our colax Monoidal category is identified with a lax monoidal
category in the sense of Leinster [Lei03, Definition 3.1.1].
The set of natural numbers N consists of non-negative integers. Each n P N can be
viewed as the standard set of n elements which is chosen to be t1, 2, . . . , nu.
0.3. The ground category In this article V denotes a closed symmetric Monoidal ad-
ditive category with countable coproducts and products. We assume that V is idempotent-
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split (Karoubian) and the tensor product preserves countable coproducts. For some re-
sults we make a weaker assumption: pV,b, λq is a colax Monoidal category, defined as
an opposite to a lax Monoidal category pVop,b, λopq, cf. [BLM08, Definition 2.5]. For
the sake of convenience we use the structure morphisms λφ : bjPJ biPφ
´1j Xi Ñ b
iPIXi,
φ : I Ñ J P Osk, for colax Monoidal categories, assuming them invertible in Monoidal
case.
Define a symmetric strict monoidal category Z with ObZ “ Z. The sets of morphisms
Zpm,nq are empty if m ‰ n and Zpn, nq “ µ2
def
“ t1,´1u is the group of two elements for
n P Z. The tensor product on objects is the addition, the tensor product on morphisms
b : Zpa, aq ˆ Zpb, bq Ñ Zpa` b, a` bq is the multiplication µ2 ˆ µ2 Ñ µ2 in the group µ2.
Finally, the symmetry is chosen as
ca,b “ p´1q
ab P Zpa ` b, b` aq, a, b P Z.
We assume given a symmetric monoidal functor 1r´s : Z Ñ V, n ÞÑ 1rns. For
simplicity we suppose that this monoidal functor is strict. In particular 1r0s “ 1 is the
unit object of V. We require that ´1 P Zpn, nq were represented by ´ id1rns. Let us derive
some consequences of this structure.
First of all, there are functors rns “ b 1rns : V Ñ V, X ÞÑ Xrns “ X b 1rns, n P Z.
Together they form a translation structure [BLM08, Definition 13.2], that is, a monoidal
functor
r´s : Z Ă Ñ Z
1r´s
Ñ V
Rb
Ñ EndV,
where Z is the discrete monoidal subcategory of Z with the set of objects Z, XpY Rbq “
X b Y . Almost the same notion is called a weak action of the group Z on a category V
[Ver96, De´finition 1.2.2]. For the sake of simplicity we act as if the monoidal functor r´s
were strict.
Let us use the closedness of V. The identity map idXrns admits a presentation
idXrns “
@
X b 1rns
1bσn
ÑX b VpX,Xrnsq
ev
ÑXrns
D
for a unique morphism
σn “ σnX : 1rns Ñ VpX,Xrnsq P V.
One easily shows that for all a, b P Z
@
1ra`bs “ 1rasb1rbs
σa
X
bσb
Xras
Ñ VpX,XrasqbVpXras, Xra`bsq
m
ÝÑ VpX,Xra`bsq
D
“ σa`bX .
Notice also that σnX is dinatural in X : for all f : X Ñ Y P V
1rns
σnX Ñ VpX,Xrnsq
“
VpY, Y rnsq
σnY Ó
Vpf,Y rnsq
Ñ VpX, Y rnsq
VpX,frnsq
Ó
(0.1)
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Equip the category AbZ of graded abelian groups A “ pAnqnPZ with the usual monoidal
product pAbBqn “
š
l`m“nA
l bZ B
m and the signed symmetry c : ab b ÞÑ p´1qabbb a.
Consider the functor
´‚ : VÑ AbZ, X ÞÑ X‚ “ pXnqnPZ, X
n “ Vp1r´ns, Xq. (0.2)
Equipped with the natural transformation
b : Xn bZ Y
m “ Vp1r´ns, Xq bZ Vp1r´ms, Y q Ñ Vp1r´n´ms, X b Y q “ pX b Y q
n`m,
it becomes lax symmetric monoidal. The graded abelian group k “ 1‚, kn “ 1‚ “
Vp1r´ns,1q is actually a graded ring, graded commutative in the sense that ba “ p´1qabab
for all a, b P k‚. Moreover, the graded abelian groups coming from V are actually commu-
tative k-bimodules (whose category is denoted gr “ grk), so lax monoidal functor (0.2)
has the latter category as the target: ´‚ : V Ñ gr. We use the term ‘k-modules’ instead
of longer term ‘commutative k-bimodules’.
Being closed V is enriched into itself (or rather V is enriched into V). The lax monoidal
functor ´‚ makes V enriched in gr. Denote this gr-enriched category V. Thus for each
pair X, Y of objects of V there is a graded k-module VpX, Y q “ pVpX, Y qnqnPZ. Elements
of VpX, Y qn “ Vp1r´ns,VpX, Y qq are called morphisms X Ñ Y of degree n. For in-
stance, VpX, Y q0 “ VpX, Y q and σnX P VpX,Xrnsq
´n are morphisms of degree ´n. The
gr-category structure of V includes, in particular, the composition of morphisms of certain
degrees. E.g. equation (0.1) for f : X Ñ Y P V can be presented as`
X
σn
XÑXrns
frns
Ñ Y rns
˘
“
`
X
f
Ñ Y
σn
YÑ Y rns
˘
P V,
which can be converted to
f rns “
`
Xrns
σ´n
XÑ X
f
Ñ Y
σn
YÑ Y rns
˘
P V.
Therefore, there are natural isomorphisms (of degree 0)
σ´np1bpa´1q b σn b 1bpn´aqq : pbki“1Xiqrns Ñ X1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXa´1 bXarns bXa`1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXk
which we use explicitly or implicitly. Given X, Y, Z P ObV and k P Z we have the
following diagram. More precisely, for each p : X b Y Ñ Z P V there is a unique
p! : Y Ñ VpX,Zq P V which makes the small triangle commutative
X b VpX,Zqrks
p1bσ´kqσk
Ñ pX b VpX,Zqqrks
evrks
Ñ Zrks
“
pX b Y qrks
p1bp!qrks
Ò “
prks
Ñ
“
X b Y rks
1bp!rks
Ò
““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““““
p1bσ´kqσk Ñ
X bW
q
Ò
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where W “ Y rks. Thus for an arbitrary q : X b W Ñ Zrks P V there is a unique
q! : W Ñ VpX,Zqrks P V which makes the exterior commutative. Therefore, VpX,Zqrks
is isomorphic to VpX,Zrksq and the isomorphism i satisfies
X b VpX,Zqrks
p1bσ´kqσk
Ñ pX b VpX,Zqqrks
“
X b VpX,Zrksq
1bi ≀
Ó
ev
Ñ Zrks
evrks
Ó
so we have natural bijections
VpX,Zqk “ Vp1r´ks,VpX,Zqq » Vp1,VpX,Zqrksq » Vp1,VpX,Zrksqq » VpX,Zrksq.
(0.3)
Let us consider the case when ´‚ : VÑ gr is an equivalence.
0.4 Example. Let V “ gr “ gr -k-mod. For any graded k-module M and an integer a
denote by Mras the same module with the cohomological grading shifted by a: Mrask “
Ma`k. The unit object of gr is 1 “ k and its shifts are 1ras “ kras. We identify Mras
with M b kras via x ÞÑ x b 1 where 1 P kras´a. Then σa : M Ñ Mras is the “identity
map” Mk Q x ÞÑ x P Mrask´a of degree deg σa “ ´a. Write elements of Mras as mσa.
When f : V Ñ X is a homogeneous map of certain degree, the map f ras : V ras Ñ Xras
is defined as f ras “ p´1qadeg fσ´afσa “ p´1qafσ´afσa. In particular, the differential
d : M Ñ Mr´1s in a dg-module M induces the differential dras : Mras Ñ Mra ´ 1s in
Mras. The degree 0 isomorphisms σ´a ¨ pσab1q : pV bW qras Ñ pV rasqbW , pvbwqσa ÞÑ
p´1qwavσabw, and σ´a ¨ p1b σaq : pV bW qras Ñ V b pW rasq, pvbwqσa ÞÑ vbwσa, are
graded natural. This means that for arbitrary homogeneous maps f : V Ñ X , g : W Ñ Y
the following squares commute:
pV rasq bW Ð
σ´a¨pσab1q
„
pV bW qras
σ´a¨p1bσaq
„
Ñ V b pW rasq
pXrasq b Y
pfrasqbg
Ó
Ð
σ´a¨pσab1q
„
pX b Y qras
pfbgqras
Ó
σ´a¨p1bσaq
„
Ñ X b pY rasq
fbpgrasq
Ó
Actually, the second isomorphism is “more natural” than the first one, not only because
it does not have a sign, but also because it suits better the right operator system of
notations, accepted in this paper. We often identify pV bW qras with V b pW rasq via
σ´a ¨ p1b σaq.
1. Homotopy coalgebras
We describe the category of homotopy coalgebras, concentrating on properties of relatively
cofree homotopy coalgebras, morphisms and coderivations from an ordinary coalgebra to
a relatively cofree homotopy coalgebra, morphisms and coderivations between relatively
cofree homotopy coalgebras.
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1.1. Homotopy comonoids A coalgebra (=comonoid) in pV,b, λq is defined as an
algebra in pVop,b, λopq, or as a colax Monoidal functor C : 1 Ñ V, cf. [BLM08, Defini-
tion 2.25]. Equivalently, it is an object C of V equipped with a morphism ∆I : C Ñ C
bI
for each I P ObOsk such that ∆1 “ id and for every map φ : I Ñ J P Osk the following
equation holds:
∆I “
`
C
∆J
Ñ CbJ
bjPJ∆
φ´1j
Ñ bjPJ Cbφ
´1j λ
φ
Ñ CbI
˘
. (1.1)
A lax Monoidal functor between colax Monoidal categories pF, ϕq : pC,b, λq Ñ pD,b, λq
is the opposite to the colax Monoidal functor between lax Monoidal categories pF op, ϕopq :
pCop,b, λopq Ñ pDop,b, λopq, see [BLM08, Definition 2.26]. The following result of
[BLM08] treats algebras in lax Monoidal categories, however, we cite it in dual form:
1.2 Proposition (Proposition 2.27 of [BLM08]). A coalgebra C in a colax Monoidal
category V defines a lax Monoidal functor
pF, ϕIq : pOopsk ,\I , idq Ñ pV,b
I , λφq, F pJq “ CbJ ,
pφop : J Ñ Iq P Oopsk Ø pφ : I Ñ Jq P Osk ÞÑ ∆
φ
C “
`
CbJ
bjPJ∆
φ´1j
ÑbjPJCbφ
´1j λ
φ
ÝÑ CbI
˘
.
Let ni P N “ ObO
op
sk for i P I P ObOsk. The natural transformation ϕ
I : biPICbni Ñ
Cb
ř
iPI ni is defined as λψ : biPICbψ
´1i Ñ CbN for N “ \iPIni, ψ : N Ñ I P Osk such
that |ψ´1i| “ ni.
When V is a strict monoidal category, a coalgebra C in V gives rise to a strict monoidal
functor, as proven by Mac Lane [Mac88, Proposition VII.5.1]. Proposition 1.2 gives
reasons for
1.3 Definition (cf. Leinster [Lei99] Definition 2.2). A homotopy comonoid in a colax
Monoidal category pV,b, λq is a lax Monoidal functor pF, ϕIq : pOopsk ,\I , idq Ñ pV,b
I , λφq.
When pV,b, λq is a Monoidal and homotopical category, the above notion is a par-
ticular case of homotopy comonoid due to Leinster [Lei99, Definition 2.2], see detailed
exposition in [Lei00]. In our case all morphisms of V are declared to be homotopy equiv-
alences.
A homotopy comonoid pC, χq in a colax Monoidal category pV,b, λq is the collection
of
– objects Cpkq P ObV for all k P N;
– morphisms Cpφopq : CpJq Ñ CpIq P V for all φ : I Ñ J P Osk (with the corresponding
φop : J Ñ I P Oopsk );
– morphisms χIN1,...,NI : b
iPICpNiq Ñ Cp\iPINiq P V for all I, N1, . . . , NI P ObOsk
such that
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– C : Oopsk Ñ V is a functor;
– χIN1,...,NI is natural in N1, . . . , NI , that is, for all families φi : Mi Ñ Ni P Osk, i P I,
biPICpNiq
χIN1,...,NIÑ Cp\iPINiq
“
biPICpMiq
biPICpφopi qÓ
χI
M1,...,MIÑ Cp\iPIMiq
Cpp\iPIφiq
opq
Ó
(1.2)
– χ1N “ id;
– for every map φ : I Ñ J P Osk of and all families pNiqiPI of objects of Osk the following
equation holds:
bjPJ biPφ
´1j CpNiq
bjPJχφ
´1j
ÑbjPJCp\iPφ´1jNiq
χJ
Ñ Cp\jPJ \iPφ´1j Niq
“
biPICpNiq
λφ
Ó
χI
Ñ Cp\iPINiq
w
w
w
w
w
(1.3)
1.4 Example. Let pV,bI , λφq be a colax Monoidal category with countable products. A
homotopy comonoid pC, χq “ XT˜ is associated with an object X of V as follows. The
functor XT˜ is defined on objects I P ObOsk by
XT˜ pIq “
ź
nPNI
Xb}n}, n “ pn1, . . . , nIq, }n}
def
“
ÿ
iPI
ni,
and on morphisms φ : I Ñ J P Osk by
XT˜ pφopq prn “ prφ˚n : XT˜ pJq “
ź
kPNJ
Xb}k} Ñ Xb}φ˚n} “ Xb}n}, @n P NI , (1.4)
where φ˚n P N
J has the components
pφ˚nqj “
ÿ
iPφ´1j
ni. (1.5)
Note that }φ˚n} “ }n}.
For an arbitrary pair of composable maps I
φ
ÝÑ J
ψ
ÝÑ K P Osk and an element n P N
I
we have ψ˚φ˚n “ pψ ˝ φq˚n P N
K . This implies for C “ XT˜
CpψopqCpφopq prn “ Cpψ
opq prφ˚n “ prψ˚φ˚n “ prpφψq˚n “ Cppφψq
opq prn : CpKq Ñ X
b}n},
therefore, CpψopqCpφopq “ Cppφψqopq and XT˜ is a functor.
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Let I, N1, . . . , NI ObOsk and
n “ n1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ nI P N
N1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ NNI “ N\iPINi (1.6)
The transformation χI is defined by
χIN1,...,NI prn “
´â
iPI
ź
niPNNi
Xb}ni}
biPI prniÑ
â
iPI
Xb}ni}
λψ
ÑXb}n}
¯
, (1.7)
where ψ : n “
Ů
ă iPIni Ñ I takes ni to i. The collection χ
I is natural in N1, . . . , NI .
In fact, for a family of maps φi : Ni Ñ Mi P Osk, i P I, and the induced \iPIφi : N “
\iPINi Ñ \iPIMi “M we haveâ
iPI
ź
niPNMi
Xb}mi}
χI
M1,...,MIÑ
ź
mPNM
Xb}m}
“â
iPI
ź
niPNNi
Xb}ni}
biPIXT˜ pφopi q
Ó
χIN1,...,NIÑ
ź
nPNN
Xb}n}
XT˜ pp\iPIφiq
opq
Ó
In order to prove this, postcompose the equation with prn and notice that
p\iPIφiq˚n “ φ1˚n1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ φI˚nI P N
M1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ NMI “ NM ,“
biPIXT˜ pφopi q
‰
χIN1,...,NI prn “
“
biPIXT˜ pφopi q
‰`
biPI prni
˘
λψ
“
`
biPI prφi˚ni
˘
λψ “ χIM1,...,MI prp\iPIφiq˚n “ χ
I
M1,...,MI
XT˜ pp\iPIφiq
opq prn .
Clearly, χ1N “ id. For every φ : I Ñ J P Osk and each family N1, . . . , NI ObOsk we
have to prove equation (1.3) which takes the form of square (?) in the following diagram,
where Mj “ \iPφ´1jNi and N “ \iPINi “ \jPJMj :
â
jPJ
â
iPφ´1j
ź
niPNNi
Xb}ni}
bjPJχφ
´1j
Ñ
â
jPJ
ź
mjPN
Mj
Xb}mj}
bjPJ prmj
Ñ
â
jPJ
Xb}mj}
p?q “â
iPI
ź
niPNNi
Xb}ni}
λφ
Ó
χI
Ñ
ź
nPNN
Xb}n}
χJ
Ó
“â
iPI
Xb}ni}
biPI prni
Ó
λ\iPIniÑI
Ñ Xb}n}
λ
\jPJmjÑJ
Ó
prn
Ñ
With notation (1.6) and
mj “ ‘iPφ´1jni P
à
iPφ´1j
N
Ni “ NMj
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both trapezia in the above diagram commute. The top-right exterior path is equal to
”â
jPJ
â
iPφ´1j
ź
niPNNi
Xb}ni}
bjPJbiPφ
´1jprniÑ
â
jPJ
â
iPφ´1j
Xb}ni}
bjPJλ
\
iPφ´1j
niÑφ
´1j
Ñ
â
jPJ
Xb}mj}
λ
\jPJmjÑJ
Ñ Xb}n}
ı
“
”â
jPJ
â
iPφ´1j
ź
niPNNi
Xb}ni}
bjPJbiPφ
´1jprniÑ
â
jPJ
â
iPφ´1j
Xb}ni}
λφ
ÝÑ
â
iPI
Xb}ni}
λ\iPIniÑI
Ñ Xb}n}
ı
which equals the left-bottom exterior path in the above diagram. The equation here is
the “tetrahedron equation” for the colax Monoidal category pV,bI , λφq written for maps
\iPIni
ψ
ÝÑ I
φ
ÝÑ J (see [BLM08, Eq. (2.5.4)] with the opposite orientation of arrows). Thus,
pXT˜ , χq is a homotopy coalgebra.
1.5 Proposition. Let pC, χq be a homotopy coalgebra in a colax Monoidal category. It
comes from an ordinary coalgebra as in Proposition 1.2 iff
CpIq “ Cp1qbI , χIn1,...,nI “ λ
\iPIniÑI . (1.8)
Proof. Necessity follows from Proposition 1.2.
Assume that equations (1.8) hold. Denote
∆K “ CppŹ : K Ñ 1q
opq : C “ Cp1q Ñ CbK .
Given φ : I Ñ J P Osk represent as \jPJφj : \jPJφ
´1j Ñ J , where φj “ Ź : Mj “ φ
´1j Ñ
tju “ 1 “ Nj . Then \jPJNj “ J and χ
J
N1,...,NJ
“ λidJ “ id. Naturality (1.2) of χJ implies
that
Cpφopq “ Cpp\iPJφjq
opq “
“
bjPJCpφopj q
‰
λφ “
`
bjPJ∆φ´1j
˘
λφ
just as in Proposition 1.2. Being a functor, C takes the equation Ź “
`
I
φ
ÝÑ J
Ź
ÝÑ 1
˘
to
equation (1.1). Thus pC “ Cp1q,∆Iq is an ordinary coalgebra.
1.6. Morphisms of homotopy coalgebras We define morphisms of homotopy coal-
gebras, describe morphisms from an ordinary coalgebra to XT˜ , X P ObV, give a supply
of morphisms between XT˜ and Y T˜ .
1.7 Definition. A morphism between homotopy comonoids t : pC, χq Ñ pG, γq is a
Monoidal transformation of lax Monoidal functors
t : pC, χIq Ñ pG, γIq : pOopsk ,\I , idq Ñ pV,b
I , λφq.
The category of homotopy comonoids=coalgebras is denoted hCoalg.
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In detail, t is a family tpkq : Cpkq Ñ Gpkq P V, k P N, which is
(a) natural: for all φ : I Ñ J P Osk and (b) monoidal: for every I P ObOsk, ni P N, i P I,
CpJq
tpJq
Ñ GpJq
“
CpIq
Cpφopq
Ó
tpIq
Ñ GpIq
Gpφopq
Ó
,
biPICpniq
χI
Ñ Cpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nIq
“
biPIGpniq
bI t
Ó
γI
Ñ Gpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nIq
t
Ó
. (1.9)
1.8 Example. The construction of Example 1.4 is a functor T˜ : VÑ hCoalg.
1.9 Example. Let X P ObV. The tensor object XT “ \ně0X
bn equipped with the cut
comultiplication
px1 . . . xnq∆ “
nÿ
k“0
x1 . . . xk b xk`1 . . . xn P
nğ
k“0
Xbk bXbpn´kq Ă XT bXT
and the counit ε “ pr0 : XT Ñ k is a coalgebra in V. All comultiplications ∆I on the
summand indexed by k P N are found via
ink∆I “
ÿ
n1`¨¨¨`nI“k
´
Xbk
pλ\iPIniÑI q´1
Ñ biPI Xbni
biPI inniÑXTbI
¯
.
They satisfy the identity for n “ pn1, . . . , nIq P N
I
`
XT
∆I
ÑXTbI
biPI prniÑ biPI Xbni
λ\iPIniÑI
Ñ Xb}n}
˘
“ pr}n} .
We claim that the family epIq : XTbI Ñ XT˜ pIq defined by the equation
epIq prn “
`
XTbI
biPI prniÑ biPI Xbni
λ\iPIniÑI
ÑXb}n}
˘
, (1.10)
n “ pn1, . . . , nIq P N
I , is a homotopy coalgebra morphism. In fact, e is natural, that
is, the exterior of the following diagram commutes due to commutativity of the diagram
obtained by postcomposing the exterior with prn : XT˜ pIq Ñ X
b}n} for n P NI :
XTbJ
epJq
ÑXT˜ pJq
bjPJ biPφ
´1j Xbni
bjPJλ
\
iPφ´1j
niÑφ
´1j
ÑbjPJXbpφ˚nqj
bjPJ prpφ˚nqj
Ñ
bjPJXTbφ
´1j
bjPJ∆
φ´1j
Ó
bjPJbiPφ
´1jprni
Ñ
biPIXbni
λφ
Ó
λ\iPIniÑI
Ñ Xb}n}
λ
\jPJ pφ˚nqjÑJ
Ó
prφ˚n
Ð
XTbI
λφ
Ó
epIq
Ñ
biPI prni
Ñ
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pφopq
Óprn
Ð
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Monoidality of e is expressed by the exterior of the following diagram, where N “
\iPINi. Its commutativity is proven by postcomposing with prm : XT˜ pNq Ñ X
b}m},
where m “ pmnqnPN P N
N is represented also as m1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ mI P NN1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ NNI ,
mi “ pminiqniPNi :
biPIXTbNi
λ\iPINiÑI
Ñ XTbN
biPI bniPNi Xbm
i
ni
λ\iPINiÑI
Ñ
biPIbniPNipr
mini
Ñ
bnPNXbmn
bnPN prmn
Ð
biPIXb}m
i}
biPIλ
\niPNi
mini
ÑNi
Ó
λ\iPI }m
i}ÑI
Ñ Xb}m}
λ\nPNmnÑN
Ó
biPIXT˜ pNiq
biPIepNiq
Ó
χI
Ñ
biPI pr
mini
Ñ
XT˜ pNq
epNq
Óprm
Ð
Each trapezium here commutes. Thus, e is a morphism of homotopy coalgebras.
The following statement is obvious.
1.10 Lemma. Let pC, χq be a homotopy coalgebra in a colax Monoidal category. Let
morphisms tpnq : Cpnq Ñ Gpnq P V, n ě 0, be invertible. Then there is a unique homotopy
coalgebra structure on the family pGpnqqnPN such that t : C Ñ G is an isomorphism of
homotopy coalgebras.
1.11 Proposition. Let V be Monoidal. A homotopy coalgebra pC, χq is isomorphic to
an ordinary coalgebra iff all χI
1,...,1 are invertible.
Proof. Necessity is obvious.
Assume that all χI
1,...,1 are invertible. Define a homotopy coalgebra structure pG, γq
on the family Gpnq “ Cp1qbn, n ě 0, so that the family tpnq “ pχn
1,...,1q
´1 : Cpnq Ñ Gpnq
were an isomorphism of homotopy coalgebras, see Lemma 1.10. Then tp1q “ id and
γn
1,...,1 “ id due to the second diagram of (1.9). Applying (1.8) with Ni “ 1 we obtain for
an arbitrary φ : I Ñ J P Osk that γ
I
φ´11,...,φ´1J
“ λφ:IÑJ . By Proposition 1.5 pG, γq is an
ordinary coalgebra.
1.12 Proposition. The functor Coalg Ñ hCoalg from Proposition 1.2 is full and faithful.
Proof. The map on morphisms
CoalgpC,Gq Ñ hCoalgpC,Gq, pt : C Ñ Gq ÞÑ ptpIq “ tbI : CbI Ñ GbIqIPN
is obviously injective.
Let t P hCoalgpC,Gq. Then the second of diagrams (1.9) with n1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ nI “ 1
shows that tpIq “ tp1qbI since χI “ λid “ id and γI “ λid “ id. Since CppŹ : I Ñ 1qopq “
∆Ź:IÑ1 “ ∆I : C Ñ C
bI and similarly for G, naturality of t (the first of diagrams (1.9))
implies that tp1q is a homomorphism of coalgebras.
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1.13 Proposition. Let V be Monoidal, C be ordinary coalgebra in V, and X P ObV.
Then the map
hCoalgpC,XT˜ q Ñ VpC,Xq, t ÞÑ tˇ “ pC
tp1q
ÑXTˆ
pr1ÑXq,
is bijective.
Proof. First we prove that a morphism t : C Ñ XT˜ P hCoalg is determined by tˇ. For an
arbitrary I P N consider the commutative diagram
Cp1q
tp1q
Ñ XT˜ p1q
CpIq
CppŹ:IÑ1qopq
Ó
tpIq
Ñ XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pŹopq
Ó
prp1,...,1q
Ñ XbI
prI
Ñ
Cp1qbI
χI“λid“id
äæw
w
tp1qbI
Ñ XT˜ p1qbI
χI
Ò
prbI1
Ñ
(1.11)
where Cp1q “ C, XT˜ p1q “ XTˆ , of course. It follows that
`
C
tp1q
ÑXTˆ
prIÑXbI
˘
“
`
C
CppŹ:IÑ1qopq
‖
∆I
Ñ CpIq “ CbI
tˇbI
Ñ XbI
˘
. (1.12)
Denote by ∆ˆ : C Ñ CTˆ the only map such that ∆ˆ prI “ ∆I for all I P N. Thus,
tp1q “
`
C
∆ˆ
Ñ CTˆ
tˇTˆ
ÑXTˆ
˘
. (1.13)
The monoidality of t (the left bottom square of the diagram) gives
tpIq “
`
CbI
tp1qbI
ÑXTˆbI
χI
ÝÑ XT˜ pIq
˘
“
`
CbI
∆ˆbI
Ñ CTˆbI
tTˆbI
ÑXTˆbI
χI
ÝÑ XT˜ pIq
˘
.
(1.14)
This proves injectivity of the map t ÞÑ tˇ. Bijectivity will be proven when we show that for
an arbitrary tˇ : C Ñ X P V formulae (1.14) define a morphism of homotopy coalgebras
t : C Ñ XT˜ .
Naturality of this t means commutativity of the exterior of the following diagram for
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an arbitrary map φ : I Ñ J P Osk
CbJ
∆ˆbJ
Ñ CTˆbJ
tˇTˆbJ
ÑXTˆbJ
χJ
ÑXT˜ pJq
bjPJCbpφ˚nqj
bjPJ prpφ˚nqjÓ
bjPJ tˇbpφ˚nqj
Ñ
bjPJ∆pφ˚nqj Ñ
bjPJXbpφ˚nqj
bjPJ prpφ˚nqj Ó
bjPJCbφ
´1j
bjPJ∆
φ´1j
Ó
Cb}n}
λ
\jPJ pφ˚nqjÑJ
Ó
tˇb}n}
ÑXb}n}
λ
\jPJ pφ˚nqjÑJ
Ó
prφ˚n
Ð
bjPJ biPφ
´1j Cbni
λφ
Ñ
bjPJλ
\
iPφ´1j
niÑφ
´1j
Ñ
bjPJbiPφ
´1j∆ni
Ñ
biPICbni
λ\iPIniÑI
Ò
biPI tˇbni
ÑbiPIXbni
λ\iPIniÑI
Ò
CbI
λφ
Ó
∆ˆbI
Ñ
biPI∆ni
Ñ
CTˆbI
biPI prni
Ò
tˇTˆbI
ÑXTˆbI
biPI prni
Ò
χI
Ñ XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pφopq
Ó
prn
Ð
In order to prove this postcompose the equation between both exterior paths with prn :
XT˜ pIq Ñ Xb}n} for an arbitrary n “ pn1, . . . , nIq P N
I . The obtained tadpole partitioned
into commutative cells as in the above diagram clearly commutes.
Monoidality of t is expressed by the exterior of the following commutative diagram
biPICbni
biPI∆ˆbni
ÑbiPICTˆbni
biPI tˇTˆbni
ÑbiPIXTˆbni
biPIχni
ÑbiPIXT˜ pniq
Cb}n}
λ\iPIniÑI
Ó
∆ˆb}n}
Ñ CTˆb}n}
λ\iPIniÑIÓ
tˇTˆb}n}
ÑXTˆb}n}
λ\iPIniÑIÓ
χ}n}
Ñ XT˜ p}n}q
χI
Ó
Therefore, ptpIqqIPN is a homotopy coalgebra morphism.
Thanks to the above proposition we call XT˜ , X P ObV, a relatively cofree homotopy
coalgebra.
1.14 Proposition. Let a morphism f “ pfk : X
bk Ñ Y qkPN : XT Ñ Y P V have finite
support, that is, there exists K P N such that fk “ 0 for all k ą K. For each I P Osk define
a morphism fˆpIq : XT˜ pIq Ñ Y T˜ pIq by the equations, n P NI , rKs “ t0, 1, . . . , Ku Ă N,
@
XT˜ pIq
fˆpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
prnÝÝÑ Y b}n}
D
“
ÿ
kPrKs}n}
@
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pp\iPIniÑIq
opq
Ñ XT˜ p}n}q
prkÝÝÑ Xb}k}
pλ
\pP}n}kpÑ}n}q´1
Ñ bpP}n} Xbkp
bpP}n}fkp
Ñ Y b}n}
D
“
ÿ
kPrKs}n}
@
XT˜ pIq
prp\iPIniÑIq˚kÑ Xb}k}
pλ
\pP}n}kpÑ}n}q´1
Ñ bpP}n} Xbkp
bpP}n}fkp
Ñ Y b}n}
D
.
(1.15)
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By definition (1.5) for each k P N}n} there is p\iPIni Ñ Iq˚k P N
I with coordinates
pp\iPIni Ñ Iq˚kqi “
ÿ
pPni Ñ֒}n}
kp, i P I, (1.16)
p\iPIni Ñ Iq˚k “ pk1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn1, kn1`1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn1`n2, kn1`n2`1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kn1`n2`n3, . . . q.
Then the family fˆ : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ is a morphism of homotopy coalgebras.
Proof. Equality of the two expressions for fˆpIq prn follows from definition (1.4).
For an arbitrary map φ : I Ñ J P Osk we have to prove naturality of fˆ , expressed by
the exterior of the following diagram. After postcomposing with prn : Y T˜ pIq Ñ Y
b}n},
n P NI , the diagram becomes commutative:
XT˜ pJq
fˆpJq
Ñ Y T˜ pJq
ÿ
kPrKs}n}
A
Xb}k}
prp\jPJ pφ˚nqjÑJq˚k
Ñ
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
pλ
\pP}n}kpÑ}n}q´1
bpP}n}Xbkp ÝÝÝÑ
bpP}n}fkp
Y b}n}
E
prφ˚n
Ð
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pφopq
Ó
fˆpIq
Ñ
prp\iPIniÑIq˚k
Ñ
Y T˜ pIq
Y T˜ pφopq
Óprn
Ð
Notice that
φ˚p\iPIni Ñ Iq˚ “ p\iPIni Ñ I
φ
ÝÑ Jq˚ “ p\jPJpφ˚nqj Ñ Jq˚,
which implies commutativity of the left triangle.
Monoidality of fˆ means commutativity of the exterior of the following diagram. Its
postcomposition with prm : Y T˜ pNq Ñ Y
b}m}, m “ pmnq P N
N , N “ \iPINi, partitioned
into commutative cells, involves two sums of braced paths with equal number of sum-
mands, indexed by pk1, . . . , kIq P rKs}m
1}ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆ rKs}m
I} and k P rKs}m} corresponding to
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each other, m “ m1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘mI P NN1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ NNI :
biPIXT˜ pNiq
χI
Ñ XT˜ pNq
ÿ
k1PrKs}m1}
. . .
ÿ
kIPrKs}mI }
biPIXb}k
i} λ
\iPI }k
i}ÑI
Ñ
hkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj
biPI pr
p\niPNi
mini
ÑNiq˚k
i
Ñ
Xb}k}
hkkkkkkkikkkkkkkj
prp\nPNmnÑNq˚k
Ð ÿ
kPrKs}m}
biPI bpP}m
i} Xbk
i
p
biPI pλ
\
pP}mi}
kipÑ}m
i}
q´1
Ó
λ\iPI }m
i}ÑI
ÑbpP}m}Xbkp
pλ
\pP}m}kpÑ}m}q´1
Ó
biPIY b}m
i}looooomooooon
biPIbpP}m
i}f
kipÓ
λ\iPI }m
i}ÑI
Ñ Y b}m}lomon
bpP}m}fkp
Ó
biPIY T˜ pNiq
biPI fˆpNiq
Ó
χI
Ñ
biPI pr
mi
Ñ
Y T˜ pNq
fˆpNq
Óprm
Ð
Notice that p\nPNmn Ñ Nq˚k P N
N is the sum of p\niPNim
i
ni
Ñ Niq˚k
i P NNi under
identification NN » NN1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ NNI , since
pp\nPNmn Ñ Nq˚kqn “
ÿ
pPmn Ñ֒}m}
kp, pp\niPNim
i
ni
Ñ Niq˚k
iqni “
ÿ
pPmini Ñ֒}m
i}
kip.
Therefore, the top trapezium commutes. Thus, fˆ is a homotopy coalgebra morphism.
1.15 Remark. In the particular case I “ 1 Proposition 1.14 gives for n P N
fˆp1q prn “
ÿ
kPrKsn
A
XTˆ
pr}k}
ÑXb}k}
pλ\pPnkpÑnq´1
Ñ bpPn Xbkp
bpPnfkp
Ñ Y bn
E
.
1.16 Example. Given a morphism f : XT Ñ Y with finite support in the sense of
Proposition 1.14 such that f0 “ 0 one produces a homomorphism of coalgebras fˆ : XT Ñ
Y T given by the explicit formula (ignoring λ)
inm fˆ prn “
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kn“m
fk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fkn : X
bm Ñ Y bn. (1.17)
We claim that there is a commutative square of homotopy coalgebra morphisms
XT
eX
Ñ XT˜
“
Y T
fˆ
Ó
eY
Ñ Y T˜
fˆ
Ó
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In fact, due to Proposition 1.13 it suffices to verify that
`
XT
fˆ
Ñ Y T
eY p1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
pr1Ñ Y
˘
“
`
XT
eXp1q
ÑXTˆ
fˆp1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
pr1Ñ Y
˘
.
One easily finds that the both sides are equal to f : XT Ñ Y .
Notice that the morphism XT
eX
Ñ XT˜
fˆ
Ñ Y T˜ exists without the assumption
f0 “ 0. Its component XT
eXp1q
Ñ XTˆ
fˆ p1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
prnÑ Y bn is
ÿ
kPrKsn
A
XT
pr}k}
Ñ Xb}k}
pλ\pPnkpÑnq´1
Ñ bpPn Xbkp
bpPnfkp
Ñ Y bn
E
,
which coincides with (1.17) for kp ě 0. Furthermore, the composition eX fˆ coincides with
the morphism fˆ : XT Ñ Y T˜ obtained from f : XT Ñ Y via Proposition 1.13. In fact,ÿ
kPN
@
XT
prkÑ Xbk
fkÑ Y
D
“ f.
The morphism fˆ : XT Ñ Y T˜ is well defined for an arbitrary f : XT Ñ Y , not necessarily
having a finite support.
We say that a morphism φ :
ś
αPAMα Ñ N P V is supported on a subset B Ă A if φ
admits a presentation ź
αPA
Mα Ź
ź
αPB
Mα
‘φ’
Ñ N. (1.18)
The first arrow is a split epimorphism, hence the morphism ‘φ’ is unique. If B is finite,
‘φ’ “
`ź
αPB
Mα
„
ÝÑ
à
αPB
Mα
„
ÝÑ
ž
αPB
Mα Ñ N
˘
reduces to a family of components ‘φ’α : Mα Ñ N , α P B.
For instance, due to (1.16) map (1.15) is supported on
rKns “ tl P NI | l ď Knu “ tl P NI | @i P I li ď Kniu.
1.17 Proposition. Let K P N. Let a morphism fˆ : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ P hCoalg be such that
for all n P NI the morphism XT˜ pIq
fˆpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
prnÝÝÑ Y b}n} is supported on rKns. Then
there is a unique morphism f : XT Ñ Y supported on rKs such that fˆ is obtained from
f as in (1.15).
Proof. Since f “
@
XT
ep1q
ÑXT˜ p1q
fˆp1q
Ñ Y T˜ p1q
pr1ÝÝÑ Y
D
uniqueness of f is obvious. Let
us prove that fˆ is restored from this f via equation (1.15). Similarly to (1.11) there is a
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commutative diagram
XTˆ
fˆp1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ ppŹ:IÑ1qopq
Ó
fˆpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
Y T˜ pŹopq
Ó
prp1,...,1q
Ñ Y bI
prI
Ñ
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
fˆp1qbI
Ñ Y TˆbI
χI
Ò
prbI1
Ñ
(1.19)
In particular, both above pentagons commute. All three compositions fˆp´q pr´ in this
diagram can be written in form (1.18) by hypothesis. The above pentagons take the form
XTˆ Ź
ź
mPrKIs
Xbm
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ ppŹ:IÑ1qopq
Ó
Ź
ź
nPrKsI
Xb}n}
h
Ó
‘fˆpIq prp1,...,1q ’
Ñ Y bI
‘fˆp1qprI ’
Ñ
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
Ź
` ź
mPrKs
Xbm
˘bI
gÒ
‘f ’bI
Ñ
The lower horizontal arrow being a tensor product of split epimorphisms is a split epimor-
phism itself. The both triples of neighbour arrows on the left close up to a commutative
square by new morphisms h and g. Namely, for all n P rKsI
h prn “ pr}n} :
ź
mPrKIs
Xbm Ñ Xb}n},
g prn “
´â
iPI
ź
miPrKs
Xbmi
biPI prniÑ
â
iPI
Xbni
λ
Ñ Xb}n}
¯
,
(1.20)
see (1.4) and (1.7). Since the top and the bottom horizontal arrows are epimorphisms,
both triangles on the right commute. Notice that g is an isomorphism! Therefore,
‘fˆp1q prI ’ “ h ¨ g
´1 ¨ ‘f ’bI is determined in a unique way as well as
fˆp1q prI “
A
XTˆ
XT˜ ppŹ:IÑ1qopq
Ñ XT˜ pIq Ź
ź
nPrKsI
Xb}n}
g´1
„
Ñ
` ź
mPrKs
Xbm
˘bI
‘f ’bI
Ñ Y bI
E
. (1.21)
Thus, all morphisms fˆ that satisfy the hypothesis of proposition with fixed f “ fˆp1q pr1
have the same fˆp1q. Clearly it is given by (1.15) for I “ 1.
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The lower commutative square in diagram (1.19) can be written as the pentagon
commutative for arbitrary n P NI in
XT˜ pIq
fˆpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
prn Ñ Y b}n}
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
fˆp1qbI
Ñ Y TˆbI
biPI prni
Ñ
χI prn
Ñ
biPIY bni
λ
Ò
By hypothesis the top and the bottom pairs of horizontal arrows can be presented in
form (1.18). Thus the exterior of the diagram
XT˜ pIq Ź
ź
mPrKns
Xb}m}
‘fˆpIqprn ’ Ñ Y b}n}
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
Ź
â
iPI
ź
kiPrKnis
Xbki
jÒ
biPI ‘fˆp1q prni ’Ñ
â
iPI
Y bni
λ
Ò
commutes. There is an arrow j which closes up the three arrows on the left to a commu-
tative square, namely for all m P rKns
j prm “
´â
iPI
ź
kiPrKnis
Xbki
biPI prmiÑ
â
iPI
Xbmi
λ
ÑXb}m}
¯
, (1.22)
see (1.7). Since the bottom left horizontal arrow is an epimorphism, the right square
commutes as well. Notice that j is an isomorphism. Hence there is a unique possible value
for ‘fˆpIq prn ’ “ j
´1rbiPI ‘fˆp1q prni ’sλ and for fˆpIq itself. Clearly, fˆpIq is reconstructed
from f via (1.15).
Equation (1.21) can be also presented in the form
fˆp1q prI “
A
XTˆ Ź
ź
mPrKIs
Xbm
∆restr
Ñ
` ź
kPrKs
Xbk
˘bI ‘f ’bI
Ñ Y bI
E
, (1.23)
∆restr
ˇˇ
Xbm
“
kiďKÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kI“m
B
Xbm
λ´1
ÝÝÑ
„
â
iPI
Xbki
biPI inkiÑ
` ź
kPrKs
Xbk
˘bIF
. (1.24)
∆restr is the restricted cut comultiplication.
Suppose that fˆ : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ and gˆ : Y T˜ Ñ ZT˜ of hCoalg are obtained via (1.15) from
f : XT Ñ Y and g : Y T Ñ Z supported on rKs and rLs, respectively. The top maps in
the diagram for n P NI
XT˜ pIq
fˆpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
gˆpIq
Ñ ZT˜ pIq
ź
mďKLn
Xb}m}
▽
D!
Ñ
ź
lďLn
Xb}l}
▽
D!
Ñ Zb}n}
prnÓ
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factorize through bottom arrows. Therefore the composition fˆpIqgˆpIq prn is supported on
rKLns Ă NI . By Proposition 1.17 the morphism hˆ “ fˆ gˆ : XT˜ Ñ ZT˜ can be obtained
from a unique morphism h : XT Ñ Z supported on rKLs. Namely,
h “
`
XT
eXp1q
Ñ XTˆ
fˆp1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
gˆp1q
Ñ ZTˆ
pr1Ñ Z
˘
“
lďLÿ
k1,...,klďK
´
XT
prk1`¨¨¨`klÑXbpk1`¨¨¨`klq
fk1b¨¨¨bfklÑ Y bl
glÑ Z
¯
,
using (1.23). Its components are
hm “
kiďK, lďLÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kl“m
´
Xbm
λ´1
„
ÑXbk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bXbkl
fk1b¨¨¨bfklÑ Y bl
glÑ Z
¯
. (1.25)
Clearly id : XT˜ Ñ XT˜ is of the form fˆ for f “ pr1 : XT Ñ X supported on
t1u Ă r1s. Thus, there is a subcategory fhCoalg Ă hCoalg (of homotopy coalgebras cofree
with respect to ordinary coalgebras), whose objects are XT˜ , X P V, and morphisms
fˆ : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ come from f : XT Ñ Y with finite support as in (1.15).
1.18. Coderivations for homotopy coalgebras We define coderivations of homo-
topy coalgebras, describe coderivations from an ordinary coalgebra to XT˜ , X P ObV,
give a supply of coderivations between XT˜ and Y T˜ .
A natural transformation ξ : C Ñ G : CÑ V of degree k is defined as a family pξpIq P
VpCpIq, GpIqqkqIPObC satisfying relation ξpJqGpψq “ CpψqξpIq for all ψ : J Ñ I P C (a
commutative square in V). Bijection (0.3) allows to rewrite such a natural transformation
as an ordinary natural transformation ξ : C Ñ Grks : C Ñ V. Nevertheless we shall use
the first (degree k) version.
1.19 Definition. Let f, g : pC, χq Ñ pG, γq be morphisms of homotopy coalgebras. An
pf, gq-coderivation ξ : pC, χq Ñ pG, γq is a natural transformation ξ : C Ñ G : Oopsk Ñ V
of certain degree such that
biPICpniq
χI
Ñ Cpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nIq
“
biPIGpniq
řI
u“1b
Ipu´1f,ξ,I´ugq
Ó
γI
Ñ Gpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nIq
ξ
Ó
(1.26)
Here rigorous bIpu´1f, ξ, I´ugq should be informally interpreted as fbpu´1qbξbgbpI´uq.
When g “ f , pf, fq-coderivations are called f -coderivations. When f “ g “ id, pid, idq-
coderivations are simply called coderivations.
1.20 Example. Let V “ gr
k
. For any a P Z consider the coaugmented algebra D “
k ‘ kras in V with the unit in1 : k Ñ D, the multiplication kras ¨ kras “ 0 and the
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coaugmentation pr1 : D Ñ k. Let VD be the category of commutative D-bimodules in
grk, which is the same as grD. There are monoidal functors VÑ VD, X ÞÑ XD “ X bkD,
and VD Ñ V, W ÞÑW bD k.
Let f : pC, χq Ñ pG, γq be a morphism of homotopy coalgebras in grk. We claim
that the relevant infinitesimal morphisms f˜ : CD Ñ GD : O
op
sk Ñ VD P hCoalg (such that
f˜ bD k “ f) are in bijection with pf, fq-coderivations of degree a. In fact, a D-linear map
f˜pIq is determined by
@
CpIq
1bin1
Ñ CpIqbkD
f˜pIq
Ñ GpIqbkD
D
“
@
pf, ξbσaq : CpIq Ñ GpIqbkk‘GpIqbkkras
D
,
where ξpIq : CpIq Ñ GpIq is a k-linear map of degree a. It’s easy to see that naturality
of f˜ is equivalent to naturality of ξ. Monoidality of f˜ , see (1.9)(b), can be written as
@
biPICpniq
χI
ÝÑ Cpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nIq
ξbσa
Ñ Gpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nIq b kras
D
“
ÿ
uPI
@
biPICpniq
bIpu´1f,ξbσa,I´ufq
Ñ bI
`
pGpniqq
u´1
i“1 , Gpnuq b kras, pGpniqq
I
i“u`1
˘
1bpu´1qbσ´ab1bpI´uq
Ñ biPI Gpniq
σa
ÝÑ pbiPIGpniqq b kras
γb1
ÝÑ Gpn1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` nIq b kras
D
(1.27)
since here
p1bpu´1q b σ´a b 1bpI´uqqσa “ pI ` 1, I, . . . , u` 2, u` 1qc
is the signed permutation. In fact, for an arbitrary X P ObV
`
kras bX
σ´ab1
Ñ X
σa
ÝÑ X b kras
˘
“ c.
Obtained equation (1.27) is equivalent to (1.26).
1.21 Proposition. Let f, g : C Ñ G be morphisms of ordinary coalgebras in V.
Then pf, gq-coderivations in the sense of Definition 1.19 are the same as ordinary pf, gq-
coderivations, morphisms ξ : C Ñ G P V‚ such that
ξ∆ “ ∆pf b ξ ` ξ b gq : C Ñ GbG. (1.28)
Proof. Assume that ξpIq, I P N, satisfy conditions of Definition 1.19. Then for φ “ Ź :
2Ñ 1 the both squares of
C
∆
Ñ Cp2q àâ““““
χ2
C b C
G
ξ
Ó
∆
Ñ Gp2q
ξp2q
Ó
àâ““““
χ2
GbG
fbξ`ξbg
Ó
commute.
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Assume now that (1.28) holds. Using (1.26) for n1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ nI “ 1 we find that
ξpIq “
Iÿ
u“1
bIpu´1f, ξ, I´ugq : CbI Ñ GbI
for I P N. These expressions satisfy (1.26) for arbitrary ni P N, i P I. Equation (1.28)
implies by induction that for all I P N
ξ∆I “ ∆IξpIq : C Ñ G
bI .
Hence, ξ is natural with respect to maps φ “ Ź : I Ñ 1 P Osk. This implies naturality,
ξpJq∆φG “ ∆
φ
CξpIq, for an arbitrary φ : I Ñ J P Osk due to presentation of ∆
φ via
∆φ´1j .
1.22 Proposition. Let C be an ordinary coalgebra in V, let X P ObV and let f, g : C Ñ
XT˜ P hCoalg. Then the map of graded abelian groups
pf, gq-coderpC,XT˜ q Ñ VpC,Xq, ξ ÞÑ ξˇ “ pC
ξp1q
ÑXTˆ
pr1ÑXq,
is bijective.
Proof. Let us show that this map is injective. First we notice that ξp1q is determined by
ξˇ. For an arbitrary I P N consider the commutative diagram
Cp1q
ξp1q
Ñ XT˜ p1q
CpIq
∆I “ CppŹ:IÑ1q
opq
Ó
ξpIq
Ñ XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pŹopq
Ó
prp1,...,1q
Ñ XbI
prI
Ñ
Cp1qbI
χI“λid“id
äæw
w
w řI
i“1 fp1q
bpi´1qbξp1qbgp1qbpI´iq
ÑXT˜ p1qbI
χI
Ò
prbI1
Ñ
(1.29)
It follows that`
C
ξp1q
ÑXTˆ
prIÑXbI
˘
“
`
C
∆I
Ñ CbI
řI
i“1 fˇ
bpi´1qbξˇbgˇbpI´iq
ÑXbI
˘
. (1.30)
The left bottom square of the diagram gives
ξpIq “
`
CbI
řI
i“1 fp1q
bpi´1qbξp1qbgp1qbpI´iq
Ñ XTˆbI
χI
ÝÑ XT˜ pIq
˘
.
Thus, ξ can be recovered from ξˇ in unique way.
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Let us show that for an arbitrary ξˇ P VpC,Xql the above formulae give, indeed, an
pf, gq-coderivation ξ : C Ñ XT˜ of degree l. Commutativity of the exterior of the following
diagram for all φ : I Ñ J P Osk is precisely naturality of ξ:
CbJ
řJ
y“1b
Jpy´1fp1q,ξp1q,J´ygp1qq
Ñ XTˆbJ
χJ
Ñ XT˜ pJq
“
bjPJXbpφ˚nqj
bjPJ prφ˚nqj Ó
λ
\jPJ pφ˚nqjÑJ
Ñ Xb}n}
prφ˚n
Ð
“
“
bjPJ biPφ
´1j Xbni
bjPJλ
\
iPφ´1j
niÑφ
´1j
Ò
bjPJCbφ
´1j
bjPJ∆
φ´1j
Ó
P
ÑbjPJXTˆbφ
´1j
bjPJbiPφ
´1jprni
Ò
“ biPIXbni
λ\iPIniÑI
Ò
λφ
Ñ
“ “
CbI
λφ
Ó řI
i“1b
I pu´1fp1q,ξp1q,I´ugp1qq
ÑXTˆbI
λφÓ
χI
Ñ
biPI prni
Ñ
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pφopq
Ó
prn
Ð
Here
P “
Jÿ
y“1
bJ
´
fp1qbφ
´11, . . . , fp1qbφ
´1py´1q,
ÿ
uPφ´1y
bφ
´1y
`
u´1fp1q, ξp1q, φ
´1y´ugp1q
˘
, gp1qbφ
´1py`1q, . . . , gp1qbφ
´1J
¯
.
All small cells of this diagram obviously commute. The hexagon is a sum over y P J of
commuting hexagons, each of which is a tensor product over j P J of commuting hexagons
presented below. Here K denotes φ´1j and m “ pniqiPφ´1j P N
K . If j ă y, then
C
fp1q
Ñ XTˆ
biPKCbni
λ\iPKniÑK
Ñ Cb}m}
∆}m}
Ñ
CbK
∆K
Ó
fp1qbK
Ñ
biPK∆ni
Ñ
XTˆbK
biPK prni
ÑbiPKXbni
λ\iPKniÑK
Ñ
biPK fˇbni Ñ
Xb}m}
pr}m}
Ó
fˇb}m}
Ñ
commutes. If j ą y, then similar hexagon occurs with g in place of f . If j “ y, then the
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commutative hexagon is
C
ξp1q
Ñ XTˆ
“
Cb}m}
∆}m}
Ñ
“ biPKCbni
λ\iPKniÑK
Ò
“
CbK
∆K
Ó
ř
uPK b
Ipu´1fp1q,ξp1q,K´ugp1qq
Ñ
biPK∆ni
Ñ
XTˆbK
biPK prni
ÑbiPKXbni
λ\iPKniÑK
Ñ
Q Ñ
Xb}m}
pr}m}
Ó
ř}m}
l“1 b
Ipl´1fˇ ,ξˇ,}m}´lgˇq
Ñ
where
Q “
ÿ
uPK
bK
´
fˇbn1 , . . . , fˇbnu´1,
nuÿ
l“1
bnu
`
l´1fˇ , ξˇ, nu´lgˇ
˘
, gˇbnu`1, . . . , gˇbK
¯
.
Here three quadrilaterals obviously commute. The remaining one is a sum over u P K of
tensor products over i P K of commuting quadrilaterals, see equations (1.12) and (1.30).
Thus ξ is natural.
Let us prove property (1.26). It takes the form
biPICbni
R
ÑbiPIXTˆbni
biPIχni
ÑbiPIXT˜ pniq
Cb}n}
λ\iPIniÑI
Ó ř}n}
k“1b
}n}pk´1fp1q,ξp1q,}n}´kgp1qq
Ñ XTˆb}n}
λ\iPIniÑIÓ
χ}n}
Ñ XT˜ p}n}q
χI
Ó
where
R “
ÿ
uPI
bI
´`
fp1qbni
˘u´1
i“1
,
nuÿ
k“1
bnu
`
k´1fp1q, ξp1q, nu´kgp1q
˘
,
`
gp1qbni
˘I
i“u`1
¯
.
Commutativity of both squares is obvious. Thus, ξ is an pf, gq-coderivation.
1.23 Proposition. Let morphisms fˇ “ pfkq, gˇ “ pgkq : XT Ñ Y P V, ξˇ “ pξkq : XT Ñ
Y P V¯a have finite support, deg fˇ “ deg gˇ “ 0, deg ξˇ “ a. Namely, there exists K P N
such that fk “ gk “ ξk “ 0 for all k ą K. Associate morphisms of homotopy coalgebras
f, g : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ with fˇ , gˇ as in Proposition 1.14. For each I P Osk define degree a
morphisms ξpIq : XT˜ pIq Ñ Y T˜ pIq by the expressions, n P NI ,
@
XT˜ pIq
ξpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
prnÝÝÑ Y b}n}
D
“
ÿ
kPrKs}n}
@
XT˜ pIq
prp\iPIniÑIq˚kÑ Xb}k}
pλ
\pP}n}kpÑ}n}q´1
Ñ bpP}n} Xbkp
ř}n}
u“1b
}n}ppfkp q
u´1
p“1 ,ξku ,pgkpq
}n}
p“u`1q
Ñ Y b}n}
D
. (1.31)
Then ξ is an pf, gq-coderivation.
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Proof. For an arbitrary map φ : I Ñ J P Osk we have to prove naturality of ξ, expressed
by the exterior of the following diagram.
XT˜ pJq
ξpJq
Ñ Y T˜ pJq
ÿ
kPrKs}n}
A
Xb}k}
prp\jPJ pφ˚nqjÑJq˚k
Ñ
pλ
\pP}n}kpÑ}n}q´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ bpP}n}Xbkp
Q
ÝÑY b}n}
E
prφ˚n
Ð
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ pφopq
Ó
ξpIq
Ñ
prp\iPIniÑIq˚k
Ñ
Y T˜ pIq
Y T˜ pφopq
Óprn
Ð
After postcomposing with prn : Y T˜ pIq Ñ Y
b}n}, n P NI , the diagram becomes commuta-
tive. Here
Q “
}n}ÿ
u“1
b}n}ppfkpq
u´1
p“1 , ξku, pgkpq
}n}
p“u`1q.
Equation (1.26) for ξ means commutativity of the exterior of the following diagram.
Its postcomposition with prm : Y T˜ pNq Ñ Y
b}m}, m “ pmnq P N
N , N “ \iPINi, parti-
tioned into commutative cells, involves two sums of braced paths with equal number of
summands, indexed by pk1, . . . , kIq P rKs}m
1}ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆrKs}m
I} and k P rKs}m} corresponding
to each other, m “ m1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘mI P NN1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ NNI :
biPIXT˜ pNiq
χI
Ñ XT˜ pNq
ÿ
k1PrKs}m1}
. . .
ÿ
kIPrKs}mI }
biPIXb}k
i} λ
\iPI }k
i}ÑI
Ñ
hkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkj
biPI pr
p\niPNi
mini
ÑNiq˚k
i
Ñ
Xb}k}
hkkkkkkkikkkkkkkj
prp\nPNmnÑNq˚k
Ð ÿ
kPrKs}m}
biPI bpP}m
i} Xbk
i
p
biPI pλ
\
pP}mi}
kipÑ}m
i}
q´1
Ó
λ\iPI }m
i}ÑI
ÑbpP}m}Xbkp
pλ
\pP}m}kpÑ}m}q´1
Ó
biPIY b}m
i}looooomooooon
biPIP ivpk
iq
Ó
λ\iPI }m
i}ÑI
Ñ Y b}m}lomon
ř}m}
u“1b
}m}ppfkp q
u´1
p“1 ,ξku ,pgkpq
}m}
p“u`1q
Ó
biPIY T˜ pNiq
řI
v“1b
Ipv´1f,ξ,I´vgq
Ó
χI
Ñ
biPI pr
mi
Ñ
Y T˜ pNq
ξpNq
Óprm
Ð
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Here
P ivpk
iq “
$’&
’%
bpP}m
i}fkip for i ă v,ř}mv}
u“1 b
}mv}ppfkipq
u´1
p“1 , ξkiu, pgkipq
}mv}
p“u`1q for i “ v,
bpP}m
i}gkip for i ą v.
Thus ξ is an pf, gq-coderivation.
1.24 Remark. For I “ 1 the morphism ξp1q constructed in Proposition 1.23 is found
from equations
ξp1q prn “
ÿ
kPrKsn
A
XTˆ
pr}k}
Ñ Xb}k}
pλ\pPnkpÑnq´1
ÑbpPnXbkp
řn
u“1b
nppfkp q
u´1
p“1 ,ξku ,pgkpq
n
p“u`1q
Ñ Y bn
E
for n P N. In the particular case f “ g “ id we have fk “ gk “ δk,1 and
inm ξp1q prn “
nÿ
u“1
1bpu´1q b ξm`1´n b 1
bpn´uq : Xbm Ñ Xbn.
1.25 Example. Given morphisms f, g : XT Ñ Y P V and ξˇ : XT Ñ Y P Va such that
f0 “ g0 “ 0 we can produce an pf, gq-coderivation ξ : XT Ñ Y T by the formula
inm ξ prn “
l`1`q“nÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kl`r`p1`¨¨¨`pq“m
fk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fkl b ξr b gp1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gpq : X
bm Ñ Y bn.
Assume in addition that f, g, ξˇ have finite support. Then both coderivations in
XT
eX
Ñ XT˜
“
Y T
ξ
Ó
eY
Ñ Y T˜
ξ
Ó
are well-defined. We claim that the square commutes, that is, the peXf, eXgq-coderivation
eXξ equals the pfeY , geY q-coderivation ξeY . Equalities eXf “ feY , eXg “ geY were
verified in Example 1.16. In fact, due to Proposition 1.22 it suffices to verify that`
XT
ξ
Ñ Y T
eY p1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
pr1Ñ Y
˘
“
`
XT
eXp1q
ÑXTˆ
ξp1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
pr1Ñ Y
˘
.
One easily finds that the both sides are equal to ξˇ : XT Ñ Y .
The composition ξeY coincides with the morphism ξ : XT Ñ Y T˜ obtained from
ξˇ : XT Ñ Y via Proposition 1.23. In fact,ÿ
kPN
@
XT
prkÑXbk
ξkÑ Y
D
“ ξˇ.
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1.26 Proposition. Let morphisms fˇ “ pfkq, gˇ “ pgkq : XT Ñ Y P V be supported on
rKs. Associate with them morphisms of homotopy coalgebras f, g : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ as in
Proposition 1.14. Let an pf, gq-coderivation ξ : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ be such that for all n P NI the
degree a morphism XT˜ pIq
ξpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
prnÝÝÑ Y b}n} be supported on rKns. Then there is
a unique degree a morphism ξˇ “ pξkq : XT Ñ Y P V
a supported on rKs such that ξ is
obtained from ξˇ as in (1.31).
Proof. Clearly, (1.31) is supported on rKns. Since ξˇ “
@
XT
ep1q
ÑXT˜ p1q
ξp1q
Ñ Y T˜ p1q
pr1ÝÝÑ
Y
D
uniqueness of ξˇ is obvious. Let us prove that ξ is restored from this ξˇ via equa-
tion (1.31). Similarly to (1.29) there is a commutative diagram
XTˆ
ξp1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ ppŹ:IÑ1qopq
Ó
ξpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
Y T˜ pŹopq
Ó
prp1,...,1q
Ñ Y bI
prI
Ñ
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
řI
i“1 fp1q
bpi´1qbξp1qbgp1qbpI´iq
Ñ Y TˆbI
χI
Ò
prbI1
Ñ
(1.32)
In particular, both above pentagons commute. All three compositions ξp´q pr´ in this
diagram can be written in form (1.18) by hypothesis. We extend the notation ‘-’ to
morphisms of degree a. The above pentagons take the form
XTˆ Ź
ź
mPrKIs
Xbm
XT˜ pIq
XT˜ ppŹ:IÑ1qopq
Ó
Ź
ź
nPrKsI
Xb}n}
h
Ó
‘ξpIqprp1,...,1q ’
Ñ Y bI
‘ξp1q prI ’
Ñ
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
Ź
` ź
kPrKs
Xbk
˘bI
gÒ řI
i“1 fˇ
bpi´1qbξˇbgˇbpI´iq
Ñ
The both triples of neighbour arrows on the left close up to a commutative square
by morphisms h and g from (1.20). Since the top and the bottom horizontal arrows
are epimorphisms, both triangles on the right commute. Since g is an isomorphism,
‘ξp1q prI ’ “ h ¨ g
´1 ¨
řI
i“1 fˇ
bpi´1q b ξˇ b gˇbpI´iq is determined in a unique way as well as
ξp1q prI “
A
XTˆ Ñ
ź
mPrKIs
Xbm
h
ÝÑ
ź
nPrKsI
Xb}n}
g´1
ÝÝÑ
„
` ź
kPrKs
Xbk
˘bI řIi“1 fˇbpi´1qbξˇbgˇbpI´iqÑ Y bIE
“
A
XTˆ Ñ
ź
mPrKIs
Xbm
∆restr
Ñ
` ź
kPrKs
Xbk
˘bI řIi“1 fˇbpi´1qbξˇbgˇbpI´iqÑ Y bIE, (1.33)
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where the restricted cut comultiplication is given by (1.24). All possible ξp1q coincide
hence are given by (1.31) for I “ 1.
The lower commutative square in diagram (1.32) can be written as the pentagon
commutative for arbitrary n P NI in
XT˜ pIq
ξpIq
Ñ Y T˜ pIq
prn Ñ Y b}n}
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
řI
i“1 fp1q
bpi´1qbξp1qbgp1qbpI´iq
Ñ Y TˆbI
biPI prni
Ñ
χI prn
Ñ
biPIY bni
λ
Ò
By hypothesis the top and the bottom pairs of horizontal arrows can be presented in
form (1.18). Thus the exterior of the diagram
XT˜ pIq Ź
ź
mPrKns
Xb}m}
‘ξpIqprn ’
Ñ Y b}n}
XTˆbI
χI
Ò
Ź
â
iPI
ź
kiPrKnis
Xbki
jÒ
řI
u“1b
iPI pp‘fˆp1q prni ’q
u´1
i“1 ,‘ξp1qprnu ’,p‘gˆp1q prni ’q
I
i“u`1q
Ñ
â
iPI
Y bni
λ
Ò
commutes. The isomorphism j closing up the three arrows on the left to a commutative
square is given by (1.22). Since the bottom left horizontal arrow is an epimorphism, the
right square commutes as well. Hence there is a unique possible value for ‘ξpIq prn ’ “
j´1r
řI
u“1b
iPIpp‘fˆp1q prni ’q
u´1
i“1 , ‘ξp1q prnu ’, p‘gˆp1q prni ’q
I
i“u`1qsλ and for ξpIq itself. Clearly,
ξpIq is reconstructed from ξˇ via (1.31).
1.27. Components of coderivations for homotopy coalgebras Suppose that f, g :
XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ P hCoalg, h : WT˜ Ñ XT˜ P hCoalg and an pf, gq-coderivation ξ : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜
are obtained as in Propositions 1.14 and 1.23 from maps fˇ , gˇ : XT Ñ Y P V, hˇ : WT Ñ
X P V and ξˇ : XT Ñ Y P Va. Assume that fˇ , gˇ and ξˇ are supported on rLs and hˇ
is supported on rKs. Then hξ is an phf, hgq-coderivation. For all n P NI the degree
a morphisms hpIqξpIq prn are supported on rKLns. By Proposition 1.26 the phf, hgq-
coderivation θ “ hξ : WT˜ Ñ Y T˜ can be obtained from a map θˇ : WT Ñ Y of degree a
supported on rKLs. Namely,
θˇ “
`
WT
ep1q
ÑWTˆ
hp1q
ÑXTˆ
ξp1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
pr1Ñ Y
˘
“
lďLÿ
k1,...,klďK
´
WT
prk1`¨¨¨`klÑWbpk1`¨¨¨`klq
hk1b¨¨¨bhklÑXbl
ξlÑ Y
¯
,
using (1.23). Its components are
θm “
kiďK, lďLÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kl“m
´
Wbm
λ´1
„
ÑWbk1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bWbkl
hk1b¨¨¨bhklÑXbl
ξlÑ Y
¯
.
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Suppose that f, g : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ P hCoalg, h : Y T˜ Ñ ZT˜ P hCoalg and an pf, gq-
coderivation ξ : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ are obtained as in Propositions 1.14 and 1.23 from maps
fˇ , gˇ : XT Ñ Y P V, hˇ : Y T Ñ Z P V and ξˇ : XT Ñ Y P Va. Assume that fˇ , gˇ and ξˇ are
supported on rKs and hˇ is supported on rLs. Then ξh is an pfh, ghq-coderivation. For all
n P NI the degree a morphisms ξpIqhpIq prn are supported on rKLns. By Proposition 1.26
the pfh, ghq-coderivation θ “ ξh : XT˜ Ñ ZT˜ can be obtained from a map θˇ : XT Ñ Z
of degree a supported on rKLs. Namely,
θˇ “
`
XT
ep1q
ÑXTˆ
ξp1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
hp1q
Ñ ZTˆ
pr1Ñ Z
˘
“
a`1`cďLÿ
k1,...,ka,n,l1,...,lcďK
m“k1`¨¨¨`ka`n`l1`¨¨¨`lc
´
XT
prmÑ Xbm
fk1b¨¨¨bfkabξnbgl1b¨¨¨bglcÑ Y bpa`1`cq
ga`1`c
Ñ Z
¯
,
using (1.33). Its components are
θm “
a`1`cďLÿ
k1,...,ka,n,l1,...,lcďK
k1`¨¨¨`ka`n`l1`¨¨¨`lc“m
´
Xbm
fk1b¨¨¨bfkabξnbgl1b¨¨¨bglcÑ Y bpa`1`cq
ga`1`c
Ñ Z
¯
.
Let a coderivation ξ : XT˜ Ñ XT˜ of odd degree a come as in Proposition 1.23 from a
map ξˇ : XT Ñ X P Va supported on rKs, K ě 1. Then ξ2 : XT˜ Ñ XT˜ is a coderivation
of degree 2a. For all n P NI the degree 2a morphisms ξpIq2 prn are supported on rK
2ns.
By Proposition 1.26 the coderivation θ “ ξ2 : XT˜ Ñ XT˜ can be obtained from a map
θˇ : XT Ñ X of degree 2a supported on rK2s. Namely,
θˇ “
`
XT
ep1q
Ñ XTˆ
ξp1q
Ñ XTˆ
ξp1q
Ñ XTˆ
pr1Ñ X
˘
“
ÿ
nďK, a`1`cďK
´
XT
pra`n`c
ÑXbpa`n`cq
1babξnb1bc
ÑXbpa`1`cq
ξa`1`c
Ñ X
¯
,
using (1.33). Its components are
θm “
a`n`c“mÿ
nďK, a`1`cďK
´
Xbm
1babξnb1bc
Ñ Xbpa`1`cq
ξa`1`c
Ñ X
¯
.
It is clear from this formula that, actually, θˇ is supported on r2K ´ 1s.
2. Curved algebras and coalgebras
Similarly to Positselski [Pos11] we define curved (co)algebras and their morphisms. An
extra bit of structure, splitting of the (co)unit, is added in order to provide explicitly
the bar- and cobar-constructions in the next section. Also we define curved homotopy
coalgebras and their morphisms. Instead of combining curved coalgebras and curved
homotopy coalgebras in a single category we describe a bimodule over these two categories.
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2.1. Curved algebras As in Positselski work [Pos11, Section 3.1] we give
2.2 Definition. A curved algebra pA,m2, m1, m0, ηq in V is a unital associative algebra
pA,m2, ηq with a degree 1 derivation m1 : A Ñ A and a degree 2 curvature element
m0 P A
2 such that
m21 “ pm0 b 1´ 1bm0qm2, m0m1 “ 0.
2.3 Proposition. Let A “ pA,m2, ηq be an (associative unital) algebra in V equipped
with a degree 1 morphism m1 : A Ñ A and a degree 2 element m0 P A
2. Consider the
degree 1 morphism
d “
`
1
σ´1
ÝÝÑ 1r´1s » 1r´1s b 1
idbη
Ñ 1r´1s b A
˘
.
Existence of an associative unital algebra structure on A¨ “ A ‘ 1r´1s b A » A‘ Ar´1s
such that
(1) in1 : AÑ A¨ is a unital algebra morphism;
(2) multiplication p1r´1s b Aq b A Ñ A¨ coincides with the obvious right A-module
structure of 1r´1s b A;
(3) p1b dqm2 “ pdb 1qm2 `m1 : AÑ A¨;
(4) pdb dqm2 “ ´m0;
is equivalent to pA,m2, m1, m0, ηq being a curved algebra.
Strange choice of sign in (4) agrees with the A8-algebra approach to curved algebras
[Lyu13].
Proof. Let us show that properties (1)–(4) imply that A is a curved algebra. By (3) m1
extends to an inner derivation of A¨. By (1) m1 : AÑ A is a derivation. Its square is the
commutator with d2 “ ´m0 by (4). Property (3) implies that m0m1 “ ´pd
2qm1 “ 0.
When pA,m2, m1, m0, ηq is a curved algebra properties (1)–(4) fix the multiplication
in A¨. For instance,
`
Ab p1r´1s b Aq
in1 b in2
Ñ A¨b A¨
m
ÝÑ A¨
˘
“
`
Ab 1r´1s b A
p12q
Ñ 1r´1s b Ab A
1bm2
Ñ 1r´1s b A
in2
Ñ A¨
˘
`
`
Ab 1r´1s b A
1bσb1
Ñ Ab 1b A
m1b1
Ñ Ab A
m2ÝÝÑ A
in1
Ñ A¨
˘
.
As a corollary
in1 “
`
Ab 1r´1s
in1bσd in2
Ñ A¨b A¨
m
ÝÑ A¨
˘
“
`
Ab 1r´1s
p12q
Ñ 1r´1s b A
in2ÝÑ A¨
˘
`
`
Ab 1r´1s
1bσ
Ñ Ab 1 “ A
m1ÝÝÑ A
in1ÝÑ A¨
˘
.
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Therefore, A¨ can be presented as a direct sum using injections in1 and in1. Notice also
that
in2 “
`
1r´1s b A
σd in2 b in1
Ñ A¨b A¨
m
ÝÑ A¨
˘
.
It’s easy to compute
`
pAb 1r´1sq b p1r´1s b Aq
in1b in2
Ñ A¨b A¨
m
ÝÑ A¨
˘
“
`
Ab 1r´1s b 1r´1s b A
1bσbσb1
Ñ Ab 1b A
1bm0b1
Ñ A b Ab A
m
p3q
2ÝÝÑ A
in1ÝÑ A¨
˘
.
Associativity of the multiplication in A¨ is verified case by case.
2.4 Definition (similar to Positselski [Pos11] Section 3.1). Amorphism of curved algebras
f : A Ñ B is a pair pf1, f0q consisting of a homomorphism of unital algebras f1 : A Ñ B
and a degree 1 change-of-connection element f0 P B
1 such that
f1m1 ` f1p1b f0 ´ f0 b 1qm2 “ m1f1, m0 ´ f0m1 ´ pf0 b f0qm2 “ m0f1. (2.1)
2.5 Proposition. Let A, B be curved algebras in V, let f1 : AÑ B be a homomorphism
of unital algebras and let f0 P B
1. Existence of a unital algebra homomorphism f¨ : A¨Ñ B¨
such that
(1) f¨|A “ f1;
(2) df¨ “ f0 ` d;
is equivalent to pf1, f0q : AÑ B being a morphism of curved algebras.
Proof. Assume that f¨ is an algebra morphism. Applying f¨ to identity (3) of Proposition 2.3
in A¨ we get
rf1 b pf0 ` dqsm2 “ rpf0 ` dq b f1sm2 `m1f1 : AÑ B¨.
Using (3) of Proposition 2.3 in B¨ we deduce the first of equations (2.1).
Applying f¨ to identity (4) of Proposition 2.3 in A¨ we get
rpf0 ` dq b pf0 ` dqsm2 “ ´m0f1 P B¨
2.
Using (4) of Proposition 2.3 in B¨ and the identity pf0 b d` db f0qm2 “ f0m1 we deduce
the second of equations (2.1).
Assume that pf1, f0q is a curved algebra morphism. The map f¨ is determined by f¨|A “ f1,
in2 f¨ “
`
1r´1s b A
σpf0 in1`d in2qbf1 in1
Ñ B¨ b B¨
m
ÝÑ B¨
˘
.
Case by case one checks that f¨ is an algebra morphism.
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The category whose objects are curved algebras and whose morphisms are morphisms
of curved algebras is denoted cAlg. The composition ph1, h0q “
`
A
pf1,f0q
Ñ B
pg1,g0q
Ñ C
˘
is
chosen so that h¨ “ f¨ g¨, namely, h1 “ f1g1 and h0 “ f0g1 ` g0. The identity morphisms are
pid, 0q. The assignment cAlg Ñ Alg, A ÞÑ A¨, f “ pf1, f0q ÞÑ f¨, is a functor.
2.6 Definition (cf. [Lyu13] Definition 1.4). A unit-complemented curved algebra pA,m2,
m1, m0, η, vq is a curved algebra pA,m2, m1, m0, ηq equipped with a splitting of the unit
v : AÑ 1 P V, a morphism such that ηv “ id1. Morphisms of such algebras are morphisms
of curved algebras (ignoring the splitting). The category of unit-complemented curved
algebras is denoted ucAlg.
The same notions as above can be expressed through shifted operations b2 : Ar1s b
Ar1s Ñ Ar1s, b1 : Ar1s Ñ Ar1s, b0 P Ar1s
1, deg bn “ 1 for n “ 0, 1, 2, a degree ´1 map
η : 1 Ñ Ar1s and a degree 1 map v : Ar1s Ñ 1 (splitting of η). The precise relationship
with non-shifted operations is
mn “ p´1q
nσbn ¨ bn ¨ σ
´1 : Abn Ñ A, n “ 0, 1, 2,
η “
`
1
η
Ñ Ar1s
σ´1
Ñ A
˘
,
v “
`
A
σ
Ñ Ar1s
v
Ñ 1
˘
.
The shifted operations define a (unit-complemented) curved algebra iff
p1b b2qb2 ` pb2 b 1qb2 “ 0, b2b1 ` p1b b1 ` b1 b 1qb2 “ 0,
b21 ` pb0 b 1` 1b b0qb2 “ 0, b0b1 “ 0,
p1b ηqb2 “ 1Ar1s, pη b 1qb2 “ ´1Ar1s, ηb1 “ 0, ηv “ 11,
This makes clear relationship with A8-algebras, see [Lyu13]. E.g. the first four equations
can be combined intoÿ
r`k`t“n
p1br b bk b 1
btqbr`1`t “ 0 : Ar1s
bn Ñ Ar1s, @n ě 0.
A morphism of (unit-complemented) curved algebras in shifted version is given by
f1 : Ar1s Ñ Br1s P V and f0 P Br1s
0 such that
f1 “
`
A
σ
Ñ Ar1s
f1
Ñ Br1s
σ´1
Ñ B
˘
,
f0 “
`
1
f0
Ñ Br1s
σ´1
Ñ B
˘
.
The equations satisfied by shifted data of a morphism are
pf1 b f1qb2 “ b2f1, f1b1 ` pf1 b f0qb2 ` pf0 b f1qb2 “ b1f1,
b0 ` f0b1 ` pf0 b f0qb2 “ b0f1, ηAf1 “ ηB, h0 “ g0 ` f0g1.
The first three equations can be combined intoÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
pfi1 b fi2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fikqb
B
k “
ÿ
r`k`t“n
p1br b bAk b 1
btqfr`1`t, @n ě 0.
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2.7. Curved coalgebras Let us dualize the notions of the previous section considering
the symmetric monoidal functor 1r´s1 : Z Ñ Vop, n ÞÑ 1rns1 “ 1r´ns, in place of
given 1r´s : Z Ñ V, n ÞÑ 1rns. Of course, the symmetric Monoidal additive category
pVop,b, λ´1q is no longer closed. Nevertheless it inherits from V the translation structure.
A morphism X Ñ Z of degree k in V is the same as a morphism X Ñ Z b 1rks P
V by (0.3). Correspondingly a morphism Z Ñ X of degree k in Vop is by definition
Z b 1rks Ñ X P Vop, which is the same as Z Ñ X b 1r´ks “ X b 1rks1 P Vop. In
particular, the degree k morphism σ´k : Zrks Ñ Z in V leads to a degree k morphism
Z Ñ Zrks “ Zr´ks1 P Vop which we may denote by σ´k
Vop
. Considering curved algebras in
Vop we come to the following coalgebras in V. A little bit of confusion is introduced by
our choice of dual operations: δ2 “ m
op
2 , δ1 “ m
op
1 but δ0 “ ´m
op
0 ; g1 “ f
op
1 but g0 “ ´f
op
0 .
We shall comment on this on appropriate occasions.
2.8 Definition (similar to Positselski [Pos11] Section 4.1). A curved coalgebra pC, δ2, δ1,
δ0, εq in V is a coassociative counital coalgebra pC, δ2, εq with a degree 1 coderivation
δ1 : C Ñ C and a degree 2 curvature functional δ0 : C Ñ 1 such that
δ21 “ δ2p1b δ0 ´ δ0 b 1q, δ1δ0 “ 0.
2.9 Proposition. Let C “ pC, δ2, εq be a (coassociative counital) coalgebra in V equipped
with a degree 1 morphism δ1 : C Ñ C and a degree 2 functional δ0 : C Ñ 1. Consider
the degree 1 functional
d “
`
1r1s b C
idbε
Ñ 1r1s b 1 » 1r1s
σ´1
ÝÝÑ 1
˘
.
Existence of a coassociative counital coalgebra structure∆ on C¨ “ C‘1r1sbC » C‘Cr1s
such that
(1) pr1 : C¨ Ñ C is a counital coalgebra morphism;
(2)
`
C¨
∆
ÝÑ C¨ b C¨
pr2 bpr1Ñ p1r1s b Cq b C
˘
“
`
C¨
pr2Ñ 1r1s b C
1bδ2
Ñ 1r1s b C b C
˘
;
(3) ∆ppr1b pr2 dq “ ∆ppr2 db pr1q ` pr1 δ1 : C¨ Ñ C;
(4) ∆ppr2 db pr2 dq “ ´ pr1 δ0 : C¨ Ñ 1;
is equivalent to pC, δ2, δ1, δ0, εq being a curved coalgebra.
Proof. It is obtained by dualising the proof of Proposition 2.3. In order to see that the
above condition (4) is dual to condition (4) of Proposition 2.3 notice that pdb1qp1bdq “
db d but p1b dqpdb 1q “ ´db d. Another sign comes from the relation δ0 “ ´m
op
0 .
For instance, when C is a curved coalgebra, we have`
C¨
∆
ÝÑ C¨ b C¨
pr1 bpr2Ñ C b p1r1s b Cq
˘
“
`
C¨
pr2Ñ 1r1s b C
1bδ2
Ñ 1r1s b C b C
p12q
Ñ C b 1r1s b C
˘
`
`
C¨
pr1Ñ C
δ2ÝÑ C b C
δ1bσb1
Ñ C b 1r1s b C
˘
.
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As a corollary
pr1 “
`
C¨
∆
ÝÑ C¨ b C¨
pr1b pr2 dσÑ C b 1r1s
˘
“
`
C¨
pr2Ñ 1r1s b C
p12q
Ñ C b 1r1s
˘
`
`
C¨
pr1Ñ C
δ1bσ
Ñ C b 1r1s
˘
.
Therefore, C¨ can be presented as a direct sum using projections pr1 and pr1. Notice also
that
pr2 “
`
C¨
∆
ÝÑ C¨ b C¨
pr2 dσbpr1Ñ 1r1s b C
˘
.
It’s easy to compute
`
C¨
∆
ÝÑ C¨ b C¨
pr1b pr2Ñ pC b 1r1sq b p1r1s b Cq
˘
“
`
C¨
pr1Ñ C
δ
p3q
2Ñ C b C b C
1bδ0b1
Ñ C b 1b 1b C
1bσbσb1
Ñ C b 1r1s b 1r1s b C
˘
.
Coassociativity of the comultiplication in C¨ can be verified case by case.
2.10 Definition (similar to Positselski [Pos11] Section 4.1). A morphism of curved coal-
gebras g : C Ñ D is a pair pg1, g0q consisting of a coalgebra morphism g1 : C Ñ D and a
degree 1 functional g0 : C Ñ 1 such that
δC1 g1 ` δ
C
2 pg0 b g1 ´ g1 b g0q “ g1δ
D
1 , δ
C
0 ´ δ
C
1 g0 ´ δ
C
2 pg0 b g0q “ g1δ
D
0 . (2.2)
2.11 Proposition. Let C, D be curved coalgebras in V, let g1 : C Ñ D be a homomor-
phism of counital coalgebras and let g0 : C Ñ 1 be a degree 1 functional. Existence of a
counital coalgebra homomorphism g¨ : C¨ Ñ D¨ such that
(1) g¨ pr1 “ pr1 g1 : C¨ Ñ D;
(2) g¨ pr2 d “ ´ pr1 g0 ` pr2 d : C¨ Ñ 1;
is equivalent to pg1, g0q : C Ñ D being a morphism of curved coalgebras.
Different signs in the second equations of (2.1) and (2.2) are due to the fact that
pf0 b 1qp1b f0q “ f0 b f0 but p1b g0qpg0 b 1q “ ´g0 b g0.
Proof. Dualize the proof of Proposition 2.5, taking into account that g0 “ ´f
op
0 . Thus,
properties (1)–(2) imply (2.2).
Given a curved coalgebra morphism pg1, g0q, the map g¨ is determined by g¨ pr1 “ pr1 g1
and
g¨ pr2 “
`
C¨
∆
ÝÑ C¨ b C¨
p´ pr1 g0`pr2 dqσbpr1 g1Ñ 1r1s bD
˘
.
Case by case one checks that g¨ is an coalgebra morphism.
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The category whose objects are curved coalgebras and whose morphisms are mor-
phisms of curved coalgebras is denoted cCoalg. The composition ph1, h0q “
`
C
pf1,f0q
ÑD
pg1,g0q
Ñ E
˘
is chosen so that h¨ “ f¨ g¨, namely, h1 “ f1g1 and h0 “ f0 ` f1g0. The identity
morphisms are pid, 0q. The assignment cCoalg Ñ Coalg, C ÞÑ C¨, g “ pg1, g0q ÞÑ g¨, is a
functor.
2.12 Definition. A counit-complemented curved coalgebra pC, δ2, δ1, δ0, ε,wq is a curved
coalgebra pC, δ2, δ1, δ0, εq equipped with a splitting of the counit w : 1 Ñ C P V, an
element of C0 such that w ¨ ε “ 11. Morphisms of such coalgebras are morphisms of
curved coalgebras (ignoring the splitting). The category of counit-complemented curved
coalgebras is denoted ucCoalg.
The same notions as above can be expressed through shifted operations ξ2 : Cr´1s Ñ
Cr´1s b Cr´1s, ξ1 : Cr´1s Ñ Cr´1s, ξ0 : Cr´1s Ñ 1, deg ξn “ 1 for n “ 0, 1, 2, a degree
´1 map ε : Cr´1s Ñ 1 and a degree 1 element w P Cr´1s1 (splitting of ε). The precise
relationship with non-shifted operations is
δn “ p´1q
nσ´1 ¨ ξn ¨ σ
bn : C Ñ Cbn, n “ 0, 1, 2,
ε “
`
C
σ´1
Ñ Cr´1s
ε
Ñ 1
˘
,
w “
`
1
w
Ñ Cr´1s
σ
Ñ C
˘
.
The shifted operations define a (counit-complemented) curved coalgebra iff
ξ2p1b ξ2q ` ξ2pξ2 b 1q “ 0, ξ1ξ2 ` ξ2p1b ξ1 ` ξ1 b 1q “ 0,
ξ21 ` ξ2p1b ξ0 ` ξ0 b 1q “ 0, ξ1ξ0 “ 0,
ξ2p1b εq “ ´1Cr´1s, ξ2pεb 1q “ 1Cr´1s, ξ1ε “ 0, w ¨ ε “ 11.
These relations except the last one arise in the theory of A8-coalgebras, e.g. [Lyu13,
Section 1.8]. In fact, the first four equations can be combined intoÿ
r`k`t“n
ξr`1`tp1
br b ξk b 1
btq “ 0 : Cr´1s Ñ Cr´1sbn, @n ě 0.
A morphism of (counit-complemented) curved coalgebras in shifted version is given
by g1 : Cr´1s Ñ Dr´1s P V and g0 : Cr´1s Ñ 1 P V such that
g1 “
`
C
σ´1
Ñ Cr´1s
g1
ÑDr´1s
σ
ÑD
˘
,
g0 “
`
C
σ´1
Ñ Cr´1s
g0
Ñ 1
˘
.
The equations satisfied by shifted data of a morphism are
ξC2 pg1 b g1q “ g1ξ
D
2 , ξ
C
1 g1 ` ξ
C
2 pg0 b g1 ` g1 b g0q “ g1ξ
D
1 ,
ξC0 ` ξ
C
1 g0 ` ξ
C
2 pg0 b g0q “ g1ξ
D
0 , g1ε
D “ εC , h0 “ f0 ` f1g0.
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The first three equations can be combined intoÿ
r`k`t“n
gr`1`tp1
brb ξkb 1
btq “
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
ξkpgi1 b gi2 b¨ ¨ ¨b gikq : Cr´1s Ñ Dr´1s
bn.
(2.3)
2.13. Curved homotopy coalgebras Category chCoalg of curved homotopy coalge-
bras consists of homotopy coalgebras XT˜ equipped with extra data. Objects of the
category chCoalg by definition are objects X P ObV equipped with a degree 1 coderiva-
tion δ1 : XT Ñ XT coming from a degree 1 map δˇ1 “ δ1 pr1 : XT Ñ X with finite
support as in Remark 1.24 and a degree 2 functional δ0 : XT Ñ 1 with finite support
such that pXT, δ2, δ1, δ0, pr0, in0q is a counit-complemented curved coalgebra for the cut
comultiplication δ2, counit ε “ pr0 and the splitting w “ in0. In terms of components
δ1;m : X
bm Ñ X , deg δ1;m “ 1, and δ0;m : X
bm Ñ 1, deg δ0;m “ 2, m P N, for each n P N
we require thatÿ
a`k`c“n
p1ba b δ1;k b 1
bcqδ1;a`1`c “ 1b δ0;n´1 ´ δ0;n´1 b 1 : X
bn Ñ X, (2.4)
ÿ
a`k`c“n
p1ba b δ1;k b 1
bcqδ0;a`1`c “ 0 : X
bn Ñ 1. (2.5)
The coderivations δ1 and θ “ δ2p1 b δ0 ´ δ0 b 1q : XT Ñ XT extend to coderivations of
homotopy coalgebras δ˜1 : XT˜ Ñ XT˜ and θ˜ : XT˜ Ñ XT˜ coming from δˇ1 “ δ1 pr1 and
θˇ “ δ2p1b δ0´ δ0b 1q pr1 : XT Ñ X as in Proposition 1.23 and Example 1.25. It follows
from Section 1.27 that δ˜21 “ θ˜ and δ˜1p1qδ˜0 “ 0 : XTˆ Ñ 1, where δ˜0 : XTˆ Ñ 1 extends
δ0 : XT Ñ 1 with finite support by zeroes, see (1.18).
A morphism of curved homotopy coalgebras g : pX, δ1, δ0q Ñ pY, δ1, δ0q is a pair pg1, g0q
consisting of a homotopy coalgebra morphism g1 : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ P fhCoalg coming from
a morphism gˇ1 : XT Ñ Y with finite support as in Proposition 1.14 and a degree 1
functional g0 : XT Ñ 1 with finite support such that
δ˜1g1 ` Črδ2pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qsg1 “ g1δ˜1 : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ , (2.6)
δ˜0 ´ δ˜1g˜0 ´ Črδ2pg0 b g0qs “ g1p1qδ˜0 : XTˆ Ñ 1. (2.7)
In the first equation all three terms are g1-coderivations. The coderivation in bracketsČrδ2pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qs : XT˜ Ñ XT˜ comes from the map δ2pg0 b 1´ 1b g0q pr1 : XT Ñ X
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as in Proposition 1.23. By Section 1.27 these equations can be written in components:
ÿ
a`k`c“n
p1ba b δ1;k b 1
bcqg1,a`1`c `
n´1ÿ
m“0
pg0,m b 1
bpn´mqqg1,1`n´m
´
n´1ÿ
m“0
p1bpn´mq b g0,mqg1,n´m`1 “
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kl“n
pg1,k1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b g1,klqδ1;l : X
bn Ñ Y,
δ0;n ´
ÿ
a`k`c“n
p1ba b δ1;k b 1
bcqg0,a`1`c ´
ÿ
a`c“n
g0,a b g0,c
“
ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kl“n
pg1,k1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b g1,klqδ0;l : X
bn Ñ 1.
Therefore, equations (2.6), (2.7) can be presented in equivalent form
δ1gˇ1 ` δ2pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qgˇ1 “ ep1qg1p1qδ˜1 pr1 : XT Ñ Y, (2.8)
δ0 ´ δ1g0 ´ δ2pg0 b g0q “ ep1qg1p1qδ˜0 : XT Ñ 1. (2.9)
Recovering g1p1q from gˇ1 via (1.23) we get an equivalent form of these equations
δ1gˇ1 ` δ2pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qgˇ1 “
`
XT
∆ˆ
ÝÑ XTTˆ
gˇ1Tˆ
Ñ Y Tˆ
δˇ1ÝÑ Y
˘
”
ÿ
kPN
´
XT
∆kÝÝÑ XTbk
gˇbk1Ñ Y bk
δ1;k
ÝÝÑ Y
¯
, (2.10)
δ0 ´ δ1g0 ´ δ2pg0 b g0q “
`
XT
∆ˆ
ÝÑ XTTˆ
gˇ1Tˆ
Ñ Y Tˆ
δ˜0ÝÑ 1
˘
”
ÿ
kPN
´
XT
∆kÝÝÑ XTbk
gˇbk1Ñ Y bk
δ0;k
ÝÝÑ 1
¯
. (2.11)
The composition ph1, h0q of morphisms pf1, f0q and pg1, g0q is given by h1 “ f1g1 P
fhCoalg (see (1.25)) and h0 “ f0 ` ep1qf1p1qg˜0. Note that XT
ep1q
Ñ XTˆ
f1p1q
Ñ Y Tˆ
g˜0ÝÑ 1
has finite support due to (1.17). Equation (2.6) for h is proven as follows:
h1δ˜1 “ f1g1δ˜1 “ f1δ˜1g1 ` f1 Črδ2pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qsg1
“ δ˜1f1g1 ` Črδ2pf0 b 1´ 1b f0qsf1g1 ` Črδ2pep1qf1p1qg0 b 1´ 1b ep1qf1p1qg0qsf1g1
“ δ˜1h1 ` Črδ2ph0 b 1´ 1b h0qsh1, (2.12)
since the following two f1-coderivations are equal
f1
Črδ2pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qs “ Črδ2pep1qf1p1qg0 b 1´ 1b ep1qf1p1qg0qsf1 : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ .
In fact, by Section 1.27 both sides come from the same map, n P N:ÿ
k1`¨¨¨`kl“n
pf1,k1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f1,klqpg0,l´1 b 1´ 1b g0,l´1q : X
bn Ñ Y.
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In order to prove equation (2.9) for h use equations (2.6)–(2.9) for f and g and the
observation that all factors below have finite support:
ep1qh1p1qδ˜0 “ ep1qf1p1qg1p1qδ˜0 “ ep1qf1p1q
`
δ˜0 ´ δ˜1g˜0 ´ Črδ2pg0 b g0qs˘
“ δ0´δ1f0´δ2pf0bf0q´rδ1ep1qf1p1q`δ2pf0b1´1bf0qep1qf1p1qsg˜0´δ2pep1qf1p1qg˜0bep1qf1p1qg˜0q
“ δ0´δ1pf0`ep1qf1p1qg˜0q´δ2rpf0`ep1qf1p1qg˜0qbpf0`ep1qf1p1qg˜0qs “ δ0´δ1h0´δ2ph0bh0q.
(2.13)
The identity morphisms for so defined composition are pid, 0q. The category chCoalg
is described in full.
2.14. Bimodule over categories of curved coalgebras Let us construct a cCoalg-
chCoalg-bimodule, a functor CCoalg : cCoalgopˆ chCoalg Ñ Set. Let C be a curved
coalgebra and XT˜ be a curved homotopy coalgebra. Define CCoalgpC,XT˜ q as the set of
pairs pg1, g0q consisting of a homotopy coalgebra morphism g1 : C Ñ XT˜ and a degree 1
functional g0 : C Ñ 1 such that
δC1 g1 ` δ
C
2 pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qg1 “ g1δ˜1 : C Ñ XT˜ , (2.14)
δC0 ´ δ
C
1 g0 ´ δ
C
2 pg0 b g0q “ g1p1qδ˜0 : C Ñ 1. (2.15)
The left action of cCoalg is the precomposition: for any f “ pf1, f0q : C Ñ D P cCoalg
there is a map
CCoalgpf, XT˜ q : CCoalgpD,XT˜ q ÝÑ CCoalgpC,XT˜ q, (2.16)
pg1, g0q ÞÝÑ pf1, f0q ¨ pg1, g0q “ pf1g1, f0 ` f1g0q.
The fact that the last pair satisfies (2.14) and (2.15) is verified similarly to (2.12) and
(2.13). The right action of chCoalg is the postcomposition: for any h “ ph1, h0q : XT˜ Ñ
Y T˜ P chCoalg there is a map
CCoalgpC, hq : CCoalgpC,XT˜ q ÝÑ CCoalgpC, Y T˜ q, (2.17)
pg1, g0q ÞÝÑ pg1, g0q ¨ ph1, h0q “ pg1h1, g0 ` g1p1qh˜0q.
The fact that the last pair satisfies (2.14) and (2.15) is verified similarly to (2.12) and
(2.13). Associativity of the actions (CCoalg being a functor) is obvious from the given
formulae.
I doubt that it makes sense to consider also morphisms XT˜ Ñ C. They are not needed
for this paper anyway.
Due to Propositions 1.13, 1.22 the set CCoalgpC,XT˜ q is in bijection with the set of
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pairs pgˇ1, g0q P VpC,Xq ˆ VpC,1q
1 such that
δC1 gˇ1 ` δ
C
2 pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qgˇ1 “
`
C
∆ˆ
ÝÑ CTˆ
gˇ1Tˆ
Ñ XTˆ
δˇ1ÝÑ X
˘
”
ÿ
kPN
´
C
∆kÝÝÑ Cbk
gˇbk1ÑXbk
δ1;k
ÝÝÑ X
¯
, (2.18)
δC0 ´ δ
C
1 g0 ´ δ
C
2 pg0 b g0q “
`
C
∆ˆ
ÝÑ CTˆ
gˇ1Tˆ
Ñ XTˆ
δ˜0ÝÑ 1
˘
”
ÿ
kPN
´
C
∆kÝÝÑ Cbk
gˇbk1ÑXbk
δ0;k
ÝÝÑ 1
¯
. (2.19)
In fact, all three summands of (2.14) are g1-coderivations and g1 is recovered from gˇ1 via
(1.13).
3. Bar and cobar constructions
We describe cobar- and bar-constructions.
3.1. Cobar-construction Let us construct a functor Cobar : ucCoalg Ñ ucAlg, the
cobar-construction. Let C “ pC, ξ2, ξ1, ξ0, ε,wq be a counit-complemented curved coal-
gebra. Decompose the idempotent 1 ´ εw : C Ñ C into a projection pr : C Ñ C¯
and an injection in : C¯ Ñ C so that in pr “ 1C¯ . Clearly, C¯ “ Ker ε. The morphisms
σ prσ´1 : Cr´1s Ñ C¯r´1s and σ in σ´1 : C¯r´1s Ñ Cr´1s are also denoted pr and in by
abuse of notations. They split the idempotent 1´ σεwσ´1 “ 1´ ε ¨w : Cr´1s Ñ Cr´1s
and C¯r´1s “ Ker ε.
3.2 Proposition. Define CobarC as C¯r´1sT equipped with the multiplication mCobarC2
in the tensor algebra, the unit ηCobarC “ in0 : 1 “ C¯r´1sT
0 Ñ֒ C¯r´1sT , the split-
ting vCobarC “ pr0 : C¯r´1sT Ñ C¯r´1sT
0 “ 1, the degree 1 derivation mCobarC1 “ ξ¯ :
C¯r´1sT Ñ C¯r´1sT given by its components
ξ¯n “
`
C¯r´1s Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1s
ξn
Ñ Cr´1sbn
prbn
Ñ C¯r´1sbn
˘
, n “ 0, 1, 2,
and a degree 2 element
mCobarC0 “ ´
´
w bw `
2ÿ
n“0
wξn
¯
pprT q P pC¯r´1sT q2. (3.1)
Then CobarC is a unit-complemented curved algebra.
Proof. If n “ 0, 1, then ξ¯n in
bn
“ in ξn : C¯r´1s Ñ Cr´1s
bn. Furthermore,
ξ¯2 in
b2
“ in ξ2rp1´ εwq b p1´ εwqs.
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By abuse of notation the morphism
ξ2rp1´ εwq b p1´ εwqs “ ξ2 ` 1bw ´w b 1´ εpw bwq : Cr´1s Ñ Cr´1s
b2. (3.2)
is also denoted ξ¯2. Actually, projections in expressions
pmCobarC0 q2 “ ´pw bw `wξ2q pr
b2 “ ´wξ2 pr
b2, pmCobarC0 qk “ ´wξk pr
bk
if k “ 0, 1, may be informally omitted since
pw bw `wξ2q pr
b2 in
b2
“ pw bw `wξ2qrp1´ εwq b p1´ εwqs “ w bw `wξ2,
wξ1 pr in “ wξ1p1´ εwq “ wξ1,
see (3.2). Thus, w bw `wξ2 belongs to the subset pC¯r´1s
b2q2 Ñ֒ pCr´1sb2q2 and wξ1
belongs to the subset C¯r´1s2 Ñ֒ Cr´1s2.
Both sides of the equation
pmCobarC1 q
2 “ pmCobarC0 b 1´ 1bm
CobarC
0 qm
CobarC
2
are derivations. It is equivalent to its restriction to generators C¯r´1s:ÿ
r`k`t“n
ξ¯r`1`tp1
br b ξ¯k b 1
btq “ pmCobarC0 qn´1 b 1´ 1b pm
CobarC
0 qn´1 :
C¯r´1s Ñ C¯r´1sbn. (3.3)
In fact, (3.3) is obvious for n “ 0. It says for n “ 1 that
ξ21` ξ¯2p1b ξ0` ξ0b1q “ p1bw´wb1qp1b ξ0` ξ0b1q “ pwξ0q´ ξ0w` ξ0w´pwξ0q “ 0
as it has to be. If n “ 2 or n ě 4, then the left hand side of (3.3) is
ξ1ξn ` ξ¯2pξn´1 b 1` 1b ξn´1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ξn´1
ÿ
r`2`t“n
1br b ξ¯2 b 1
bt ` . . .
“ p1bw ´w b 1qpξn´1 b 1` 1b ξn´1q
` ξn´1
ÿ
r`2`t“n
p1bpr`1q bw b 1bt ´ 1br bw b 1bp1`tqq
“ ´ξn´1 bw ` 1bwξn´1 ´wξn´1 b 1´w b ξn´1
` ξn´1p1
bpn´1q bw ´w b 1bpn´1qq
“ 1bwξn´1 ´wξn´1 b 1,
as claimed. If n “ 3, then the left hand side of (3.3) is
ξ1ξ3 ` ξ¯2pξ¯2 b 1` 1b ξ¯2q ` . . .
“ pξ2 ` 1bw ´w b 1qrpξ2 ´w b 1q b 1` 1b pξ2 ` 1bwqs ´ ξ2pξ2 b 1` 1b ξ2q
“ 1b pwξ2 `w bwq ´ pwξ2 `w bwq b 1,
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as claimed.
The n-th component of the expression mCobarC0 m
CobarC
1 is
mCobarC0 m
CobarC
1 prn
“ ´w bwξ¯n´1 `wξ¯n´1 bw ´
ÿ
r`k`t“n
wξr`1`tp1
br b ξ¯k b 1
btq
“ ´w bwξ¯n´1 `wξ¯n´1 bw
´wξn´1
ÿ
r`2`t“n
p1bpr`1q bw b 1bt ´ 1br bw b 1bp1`tqq
“ ´w bwξ¯n´1 `wξ¯n´1 bw ´wξn´1p1
bpn´1q bw ´w b 1bpn´1qq. (3.4)
If n ‰ 3, then ξ¯n´1 “ ξn´1 and the obtained expression equals
´w bwξn´1 `wξn´1 bw ´wξn´1 bw `w bwξn´1 “ 0.
If n “ 3, then (3.4) equals
´wb rwp1bw´wb 1qs ` rwp1bw´wb 1qs bw “ wbwbwp´1´ 1` 1` 1q “ 0.
Thus mCobarC0 m
CobarC
1 “ 0. We obtain a map ObucCoalg Ñ ObucAlg.
3.3 Proposition. The map ObucCoalg Ñ ObucAlg extends to a functor Cobar :
ucCoalg Ñ ucAlg, taking a morphism g “ pg1, g0q : C Ñ D to the morphism
Cobar g “ f “ pf1, f0q : C¯r´1sT Ñ D¯r´1sT,
where the algebra homomorphism Cobar1 g “ f1 “ g¯ is specified by its components
g¯1 “
`
C¯r´1s Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1s
g1
ÑDr´1s
pr
Ñ D¯r´1s
˘
,
g¯0 “
`
C¯r´1s Ă
in
Ñ Cr´1s
g0
Ñ 1
˘
,
and the degree 1 element is
Cobar0 g “ f0 “
`
1
w
Ñ Cr´1s
g0`g1
Ñ Dr´1sT
prT
Ñ D¯r´1sT
˘
.
Proof. Let us check that f is indeed a morphism of ucAlg. It is required that
g¯ξ¯ ` pg¯ b f0 ´ f0 b g¯qm2 “ ξ¯g¯ : C¯r´1sT Ñ D¯r´1sT.
All three terms of this equation are g¯-derivations. Hence, the equation is equivalent to its
restriction to C¯r´1s:
pg¯0 ` g¯1qξ¯ ` rpg¯0 ` g¯1q b f0 ´ f0 b pg¯0 ` g¯1qsm2 “ pξ¯0 ` ξ¯1 ` ξ¯2qg¯ : C¯r´1s Ñ D¯r´1sT,
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which means that for all n ě 0
g¯1ξ¯n ` pg¯n bwg0 ` g¯n´1 bwg1 pr´wg0 b g¯n ´wg1 prbg¯n´1qm2
“
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
ξ¯kpg¯i1 b g¯i2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b g¯ikq : C¯r´1s Ñ D¯r´1s
bn.
Notice that g¯1 in “ in g1 : C¯r´1s Ñ Dr´1s. Hence, the above equation can be written as
in g1ξn pr
bn` inpgn pr
bnbwg0 ` gn´1 pr
bpn´1qbwg1 pr
´wg0 b gn pr
bn´wg1 prbgn´1 pr
bpn´1qq
“ in
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
ξkpgi1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gikq pr
bn
` in
ÿ
i1`i2“n
`
gi1 bwgi2 ´wgi1 b gi2
˘
prbn : C¯r´1s Ñ D¯r´1sbn,
and this follows from (2.3).
Another equation has to be verified:
mCobarD0 ´ f0ξ¯ ´ pf0 b f0qm2 “ m
CobarC
0 g¯ : 1Ñ D¯r´1sT.
Compose it with ´ inT and expand terms:
wbw`wξˇ`wg1p1´εwqξˇrp1´εwqT s`wg˜bwg˜ “ wg˜bwg˜`
ÿ
kě0
wξkg˜
bk : 1Ñ Dr´1sT,
where ξˇ “ ξ0 ` ξ1 ` ξ2 : Dr´1s Ñ Dr´1sT and g˜ “ g˜0 ` g˜1
def
“ g0 ` g1p1´ εwq : Cr´1s Ñ
Dr´1sT . After cancelling two summands the equation is written as
δn,2wbw`wξn`pwg1´wqξnp1´εwq
bn “
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
wξkpgi1bgi2b¨ ¨ ¨bgikqp1´εwq
bn.
Cancelling wg1ξnp1´ εwq
bn against the right hand side we come to the valid equation
δn,2w bw `wξn ´wξnp1´ εwq
bn “ 0 : 1Ñ Dr´1sbn.
It is obvious for n “ 0, 1. For n “ 2 we have by (3.2)
w bw `wξ2 ´wξ2 ´wp1bwq `wpw b 1q `wεpw bwq “ 0.
The identity morphism g “ pid, 0q is mapped to the identity morphism Cobar g “
pid, 0q. Let us verify that Cobar agrees with the composition. If h “
`
C
f
ÝÑ D
g
ÝÑ E
˘
in
ucCoalg, h1 “ f1g1, h0 “ f0 ` f1g0, then
pCobar1 fq ¨ Cobar1 g “ f¯ g¯ “ h¯ “ Cobar1 h.
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In fact, the equationÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
f¯kpg¯i1 b g¯i2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b g¯ikq “ h¯n : C¯r´1s Ñ E¯r´1s
bn
for n “ 1 holds due to
f¯1g¯1 “ in f1p1´ εwqg1 pr “ in f1g1 pr “ in h1 pr “ h¯1 : C¯r´1s Ñ E¯r´1s,
and for n “ 0 it holds due to
f¯0 ` f¯1g¯0 “ in f0 ` in f1p1´ εwqg0 “ inpf0 ` f1g0q “ in h0 “ h¯0 : C¯r´1s Ñ 1.
Furthermore,
Cobar0 g ` pCobar0 fq ¨ Cobar1 g “ Cobar0 h
composed with inT holds true since
wg˜ `wf˜grp1´ εwqT s “ wh˜ : 1Ñ Er´1sT.
In fact, the n-th component of the left hand side is
wg˜n `
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
wf˜kpgi1 b gi2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b gikqp1´ εwq
bn : 1Ñ Er´1sbn,
which for n “ 1 transforms to
wg1p1´εwq`wf1p1´εwqg1p1´εwq “ wf1g1p1´εwq “ wh1p1´εwq “ wh˜1 : 1Ñ Er´1s,
and for n “ 0 equals
wg0 `wf0 `wf1p1´ εwqg0 “ wpf0 ` f1g0q “ wh0 “ wh˜0.
Hence the functor Cobar : ucCoalg Ñ ucAlg, the cobar-construction.
3.4. Bar-construction Let us construct a functor Bar : ucAlg Ñ chCoalg, the bar-
construction. Let A “ pA, b2, b1, b0,η,vq be a unit-complemented curved algebra. De-
compose the idempotent 1 ´ v ¨ η : A Ñ A into a projection pr : A Ñ A¯ and an
injection in : A¯ Ñ A so that in pr “ 1A¯. The morphisms σ
´1 pr σ : Ar1s Ñ A¯r1s and
σ´1 in σ : A¯r1s Ñ Ar1s are also denoted pr and in by abuse of notations. They split the
idempotent 1´ v ¨ η : Ar1s Ñ Ar1s.
3.5 Proposition. Define BarA as the homotopy coalgebra A¯r1sT˜ equipped with the
degree 1 coderivation δBarA1 “ b¯ : A¯r1sT˜ Ñ A¯r1sT˜ given by its components
b¯n “
`
A¯r1sbn
in
bn
Ñ Ar1sbn
bn
Ñ Ar1s
pr
Ñ A¯r1s
˘
, n “ 0, 1, 2,
and a degree 2 functional
δBarA0 “ ´
`
A¯r1sT
inT
Ñ Ar1sT
bˇ
Ñ Ar1s
v
Ñ 1
˘
.
Then BarA is a curved homotopy coalgebra.
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Proof. Equation (2.4) for n ě 0 takes the form
ÿ
r`k`t“n
p1brb b¯kb1
btqb¯r`1`t “ in
bpn´1q
bn´1vb1´1b in
bpn´1q
bn´1v : A¯r1s
bn Ñ A¯r1s.
This holds true due to computation
in
bn
ÿ
r`k`t“n
p1br b bkp1´ vηq b 1
btqbr`1`t pr
“ ´ in
bn
p1b bn´1vη ` bn´1vη b 1qb2 pr “ in
bpn´1q
bn´1v b 1´ 1b in
bpn´1q
bn´1v.
Furthermore, the left hand side of (2.5) vanishes due to
´ in
bn
ÿ
r`k`t“n
p1br b bkp1´ vηq b 1
btqbr`1`tv
“ in
bn
p1b bn´1vη ` bn´1vη b 1qb2v “ in
bn
pv b bn´1v ´ bn´1v b vq “ 0,
because inv “ 0.
3.6 Proposition. The map ObucAlg Ñ Ob chCoalg extends to a functor Bar : ucAlg Ñ
chCoalg, taking a morphism f “ pf1, f0q : AÑ B to the morphism
Bar f “ g “ pg1, g0q : A¯r1sT˜ Ñ B¯r1sT˜ ,
where the coalgebra homomorphism Bar1 f “ g1 “ f¯ is specified by its components
f¯1 “
`
A¯r1s
in
Ñ Ar1s
f1
Ñ Br1s
pr
Ñ B¯r1s
˘
,
f¯0 “
`
1
f0
Ñ Br1s
pr
Ñ B¯r1s
˘
,
and the degree 1 functional is
Bar0 f “ g0 “
`
A¯r1sT
inT
Ñ Ar1sT
fˇ
Ñ Br1s
v
Ñ 1
˘
.
Proof. Let us check that g is indeed a morphism of chCoalg. Equation (2.10) takes the
form
b¯A ˇ¯f `∆pg0 b 1´ 1b g0q
ˇ¯f “ ∆ˆ ¨ ˇ¯fTˆ ¨ ˇ¯bB : A¯r1sT Ñ B¯r1s,
that is, for all n ě 0
b¯nf¯1 ` f0v b f¯n ` in f1v b f¯n´1 ´ f¯n b f0v ´ f¯n´1 b in f1v
“
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
pf¯i1 b f¯i2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f¯ikqb¯k : A¯r1s
bn Ñ B¯r1s.
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In detail,
in
bn
bnp1´ vηqf1 pr` in
bn
ÿ
i1`i2“n
`
fi1v b fi2 pr´fi1 prbfi2v
˘
“ in
bn
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
rfi1p1´ vηq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fikp1´ vηqsbk pr .
Cancelling the summands without v we reduce the equation to the valid identity
in
bn
ÿ
i1`i2“n
`
fi1v b fi2 ´ fi1 b fi2v
˘
pr “ ´ in
bn
ÿ
i1`i2“n
`
fi1vη b fi2 ` fi1 b fi2vη
˘
b2 pr .
Equation (2.11) with inverted signs,
in
bn
bˇAnv ` b¯
A
n in f1v ` in
bn
∆pfˇv b fˇvq “ ∆ˆ ¨ p ˇ¯f inqTˆ ¨ bˇBv : A¯r1sbn Ñ 1,
is written explicitly as
in
bn
bnv ` in
bn
bnp1´ vηqf1v ` in
bn
ÿ
i1`i2“n
fi1v b fi2v
“ in
bn
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
rfi1p1´ vηq b ¨ ¨ ¨ b fikp1´ vηqsbkv : A¯r1s
bn Ñ 1.
Cancelling the first and the third summands as well as summands that contain v only at
the end, we obtain the valid equation
in
bn
ÿ
i1`i2“n
fi1vbfi2v “ ´ in
bn
ÿ
i1`i2“n
“
pfi1vηbfi2`fi1bfi2vηqb2v`pfi1vbfi2vqηv
‰
.
The identity morphism f “ pid, 0q is mapped to the identity morphism Bar f “ pid, 0q.
Let us verify that Bar agrees with the composition. If h “ fg in ucAlg, h1 “ f1g1,
h0 “ g0 ` f0g1, then h¯ “ f¯ g¯. In fact, the equationÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ik“n
pf¯i1 b f¯i2 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b f¯ikqg¯k “ h¯n
follows from
f¯1g¯1 “ in f1p1´ vηqg1 pr “ in f1g1 pr “ h¯1,
g¯0 ` f¯0g¯1 “ g0 pr`f0p1´ vηqg1 pr “ pg0 ` f0g1q pr “ h¯0.
One has to prove also that
Bar0 f ` pBar1 fq ¨ Bar0 g “ Bar0 h,
which amounts to equations
in
bn
fnv ` f¯pinT qgˇv “ in
bn
hnv : A¯r1s
bn Ñ 1,
for all n ě 0. In fact, the left hand side is
in
bn
fnv ` in
bn
fnp1´ vηqg1v ` δn,0g0v “ in
bn
pfng1 ` δn,0g0qv “ in
bn
hnv.
The functor Bar : ucAlg Ñ chCoalg is constructed.
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4. Twisting cochains
We approach as close as possible to an adjunction between cobar- and bar-constructions
using twisting cochains. If additional grading is present, we show that XT » XT˜ for
some X P ObV and obtain a true adjunction on full subcategories of categories of counit-
complemented curved coalgebras and unit-complemented curved algebras.
4.1 Definition. Let C be a curved coalgebra and A be a curved algebra. A degree 1 map
θ : C Ñ A which satisfies the equation
θmA1 ` δ
C
1 θ “ δ
C
0 η
A ` εCmA0 ´ δ
C
2 pθ b θqm
A
2 : C Ñ A (4.1)
is called a twisting cochain. The set of twisting cochains is denoted TwpC,Aq.
Assume additionally that C is counit-complemented and A is unit-complemented.
The reason to consider twisting cochains is given by the following diagram where the top
bijections have to be constructed
ucAlgpCobarC,Aq Ñ TwpC,Aq Ð CCoalgpC,BarAq
AlgpC¯r´1sT,Aq ˆ A1
Ó
X
hCoalgpC, A¯r1sT˜ q ˆ VpC,1q1
Ó
X
VpC¯r´1s, Aq ˆ Vp1r´1s, Aq
≀ i1
Ó
VpC, A¯r1sq ˆ VpC,1r1sq
i3 ≀
Ó
VpCr´1s, Aq
≀ i2
Ó
σ´1¨´
„
Ñ VpC,Aq1
Ó
X
Ð
´¨σ´1
„
VpC,Ar1sq
i4 ≀
Ó
r1s
Ò
(4.2)
The bijection i3 is described in Proposition 1.13, bijections i2 and i4 are due to direct sum
decompositions C “ C¯ ‘ 1 and A “ A¯ ‘ 1, and bijection i1 describes homomorphisms
from a free algebra. A pair of morphisms of V pˇf1 : C¯r´1s Ñ A, σf0 : 1r´1s Ñ Aq is
mapped to a degree 1 map
σ´1rpˇf1, σf0qi2s “ θ “
´
σ´1fˇ1
f0
¯
: C¯ ‘ 1Ñ A.
A pair of morphisms of V pgˇ1 : C Ñ A¯r1s, g0σ : C Ñ 1r1sq is mapped to a degree 1 map
rpgˇ1, g0σqi4sσ
´1 “ θ “
`
gˇ1σ
´1 g0
˘
: C Ñ A¯‘ 1.
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4.2 Proposition. There are unique top horizontal bijections in diagram (4.2) which make
both hexagons commutative.
Proof. Denote by f1 : C¯r´1sT Ñ A P Alg and g1 : C Ñ A¯r1sT˜ P hCoalg morphisms
coming from fˇ1 and gˇ1, respectively. We are going to show that systems of equations (2.1)
on pf1, f0q is equivalent to equation (4.1) on
θ “
´
in θ
wθ
¯
“
´
σ´1fˇ1
f0
¯
.
All three terms of the first equation of (2.1) are f1-derivations C¯r´1sT Ñ A, hence,
the equation is equivalent to its precomposition with in1 : C¯r´1s Ñ C¯r´1sT :
fˇ1m
A
1 ` fˇ1p1b f0 ´ f0 b 1qm
A
2 “ mˇ
CobarC
1 f1 : C¯r´1s Ñ A,
mA0 ´ f0m
A
1 ´ pf0 b f0qm
A
2 “ m
CobarC
0 f1 : 1Ñ A.
(4.3)
In more detail equations (4.3) read
fˇ1m
A
1 ` fˇ1p1b f0 ´ f0 b 1qm
A
2 “ ξ¯0η ` ξ¯1fˇ1 ` ξ¯2pˇf1 b fˇ1qm
A
2 : C¯r´1s Ñ A, (4.4a)
mA0 ´ f0m
A
1 ´ pf0 b f0qm
A
2 “ ´wξ0η
A ´wξ1 pr fˇ1
´ pw bw `wξ2qppr fˇ1 b pr fˇ1qm
A
2 : 1Ñ A. (4.4b)
We have
θ “ ppr in`εwqθ “ pr σ´1fˇ1 ` εf0 : C Ñ A. (4.5)
Equation (4.1) can be rewritten as
σθσb1 ` ξ1σθσ ` ξ0η ` εb0 ` ξ2pσθσ b σθσqb2 “ 0 : Cr´1s Ñ Ar1s. (4.6)
Let us plug in it the expression σθσ “ pr fˇ1σ ` εf0σ : Cr´1s Ñ Ar1s and postcompose
with σ´1. The obtained equation is
´ pr fˇ1m1 ´ εf0m1 ` ξ1 pr fˇ1 ` ξ0η ` εm0 ` ξ2ppr fˇ1 b pr fˇ1qm2
` pf0 b pr fˇ1qm2 ´ ppr fˇ1 b f0qm2 ´ εpf0 b f0qm2 “ 0 : Cr´1s Ñ A. (4.7)
This equation is equivalent to the system of two equations obtained by precomposing
(4.7) with in : C¯r´1s Ă Ñ Cr´1s and w : 1 Ñ Cr´1s. One verifies immediately that
these two equations are nothing else but (4.4a) and (4.4b).
Let us show now that system of equations (2.14)–(2.15) on pg1, g0q taken in the form
(2.18)–(2.19),
δC1 gˇ1 ` δ
C
2 pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qgˇ1 “ g1p1qδˇ
BarA
1 : C Ñ A¯r1s,
δC0 ´ δ
C
1 g0 ´ δ
C
2 pg0 b g0q “ g1p1qδ
BarA
0 : C Ñ 1,
(4.8)
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is equivalent to equations (4.1) and (4.6) on θ “
`
θ pr θv
˘
“
`
gˇ1σ
´1 g0
˘
. We have
θ “ θppr in`vηq “ gˇ1σ
´1 in`g0η : C Ñ A, (4.9)
hence σθσ “ σgˇ1 in`σg0η : Cr´1s Ñ Ar1s. Plug this expression in equation (4.6) and
precompose with σ´1:
gˇ1 in b1 ´ δ1gˇ1 in´δ1g0η ` δ0η ` εb0 ` δ2pgˇ1 inbgˇ1 inqb2
` δ2pgˇ1 inbg0q ´ δ2pg0 b gˇ1 inq ´ δ2pg0 b g0qη “ 0 : C Ñ Ar1s.
This equation is equivalent to the system of two equations obtained by postcomposing it
with pr : Ar1s Ź A¯r1s and v : Ar1s Ñ 1. And these two equations are nothing else but
(4.8) taken in the expanded form
δC1 gˇ1 ` δ
C
2 pg0 b 1´ 1b g0qgˇ1 “ ε
C b¯A0 ` gˇ1b¯
A
1 ` δ
C
2 pgˇ1 b gˇ1qb¯
A
2 : C Ñ A¯r1s,
δC0 ´ δ
C
1 g0 ´ δ
C
2 pg0 b g0q “ ´ε
CbA0 v ´ gˇ1 in b
A
1 v ´ δ
C
2 pgˇ1 inbgˇ1 inqb
A
2 v : C Ñ 1.
The sets of solutions of these systems coincide, hence the second bijection at the top of
diagram (4.2).
4.3 Proposition. The actions
cCoalgpC,Dq ˆ TwpD,Aq ÝÑ TwpC,Aq, pg, θq ÞÝÑ g á θ “ g1θ ` g0η,
TwpC,Aq ˆ cAlgpA,Bq ÝÑ TwpC,Bq, pθ, fq ÞÝÑ θ à f “ θf1 ` εf0
make Tw into a cCoalg - cAlg-bimodule, in other words into a functor Tw : cCoalgop
ˆ cAlg Ñ Set.
Proof. One easily verifies that g á θ and θ à f satisfy (4.1), both actions are associative
and pgá θq à f “ g á pθ à fq.
Let us show naturality of bijections constructed in Proposition 4.2.
4.4 Proposition. The bijection
cAlgpCobarC,Aq Ñ TwpC,Aq (4.10)
is an isomorphism of ucCoalg-cAlg-bimodules. The bijection
TwpC,Aq Ð CCoalgpC,BarAq (4.11)
is an isomorphism of cCoalg-ucAlg-bimodules.
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Proof. First of all, (4.10) is a homomorphism with respect to the right action of h P
cAlgpA,Bq. In fact, for an arbitrary f P cAlgpCobarC,Aqˆ
σ´1­pf ¨ hq1
pf ¨ hq0
˙
“
ˆ
σ´1 fˇ1h1
f0h1 ` h0
˙
“
ˆ
σ´1 fˇ1
f0
˙
à h : C¯ ‘ 1Ñ A.
Also (4.10) is a homomorphism with respect to the left action of j P ucCoalgpD,Cq,
that is, with the use of (4.5) for an arbitrary f P cAlgpCobarC,Aq
pr σ´1 ­rpCobar jqfs1 ` εrpCobar jqfs0 “ já ppr σ´1fˇ1 ` εf0q : D Ñ A. (4.12)
In fact, the left hand side is
pr σ´1 ­pCobar1 jqf1 ` εrpCobar0 jqf1 ` f0s
“ pr σ´1 in j0η ` pr σ
´1 in j1 pr fˇ1 ` εrwj0η `wj1 pr fˇ1 ` f0s
“ p1´ εwqσ´1j0η ` p1´ εwqσ
´1j1 pr fˇ1 ` εwσ
´1j0η ` εwσ
´1j1 pr fˇ1 ` εf0
“ σ´1j0η ` σ
´1j1 pr fˇ1 ` j1εf0 “ j1 prσ
´1 fˇ1 ` j1εf0 ` j0η,
which is the right hand side of (4.12).
Thirdly, (4.11) is a homomorphism with respect to the left action of j P cCoalgpD,Cq.
In fact, due to (2.16) for an arbitrary pg1, g0q P CCoalgpC,BarAq the element j ¨ pg1, g0q “
pj1g1, j0 ` j1g0q is mapped to`
j1gˇ1σ
´1 j0 ` j1g0
˘
“ já
`
gˇ1σ
´1 g0
˘
: C Ñ A¯‘ 1.
Finally, (4.11) is a homomorphism with respect to the right action of h P ucAlgpA,Bq,
that is, with the use of (4.9) for an arbitrary g “ pg1, g0q P CCoalgpC,BarAq
­pg ¨ Bar hq1σ´1 in`pg ¨ Bar hq0η “ pgˇ1σ´1 in`g0ηq à h. (4.13)
In fact, due to (2.17) the left hand side is
g1
­pBar1 hqσ´1 in`pg0 ` g1p1qČBar0 hqη
“ gˇ1 in h1 pr σ
´1 in`εh0 pr σ
´1 in`g0η ` gˇ1 inh1vη ` εh0vη
“ gˇ1 in h1σ
´1p1´ vηq ` εh0σ
´1p1´ vηq ` g0η ` gˇ1 in h1σ
´1vη ` εh0σ
´1vη
“ gˇ1 in h1σ
´1 ` εh0σ
´1 ` g0ηh1 “ gˇ1σ
´1 in h1 ` g0ηh1 ` εh0,
which is the right hand side of (4.13).
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4.5. ZˆN-graded k-modules LetW be the monoidal category of ZˆN-graded abelian
groups. Its object X is a collection pXpi q
pPZ
iPN , X
p
i P ObAb. The tensor product is given by
p1X b ¨ ¨ ¨ b nXq
p
i “
p1`¨¨¨`pn“pğ
i1`¨¨¨`in“i
1X
p1
i1
b ¨ ¨ ¨ b nX
pn
in
.
The monoidal category W is equipped with the symmetry
c : Xpi b Y
q
j Q xb y ÞÑ p´1q
pqy b x P Y qj bX
p
i . (4.14)
Let k be a ZˆN-graded commutative ring, that is, a commutative algebra in W. Denote
by V “ k-mod the category of ZˆN-graded k-modules, that is, commutative k-bimodules
in W. It has the tensor product bk and the symmetry inherited from W as in (4.14).
There are epimorphisms p1X b ¨ ¨ ¨ b nXq
p
i Ź p1X bk ¨ ¨ ¨ bk nXq
p
i .
4.6 Lemma. Let X P ObV, Xp0 “ 0 for all p P Z. Then the homotopy coalgebra
morphism e : XT Ñ XT˜ of Example 1.9 is an isomorphism.
Proof. The morphisms epIq : V “ XTbkI Ñ
ś
nPNI X
bk}n} “W given by (1.10) embed V
into W . Here
V
p
j “
ž
nPNI
pXbk}n}qpj , W
p
j “
ź
nPNI
pXbk}n}qpj
for all p P Z, j P N. Notice that pXb}n}qpj “ 0 if }n} ą j, hence, pX
bk}n}qpj “ 0 for such n.
Therefore,
V
p
j “
}n}ďjà
nPNI
pXbk}n}qpj “W
p
j
and the morphisms epIq are isomorphisms.
Denote by chCoalg` the full subcategory of chCoalg formed by curved homotopy
coalgebras pXT˜ , δ1, δ0q with X
‚
0 “ 0. Denote by ucCoalg` the full subcategory of ucCoalg
formed by counit-complemented curved coalgebras C with C¯‚0 “ 0.
4.7 Proposition. There is a full embedding chCoalg` Ă Ñ ucCoalg`.
Proof. The functor to be constructed takes a curved homotopy coalgebra pXT˜ , δ1, δ0q to
the counit-complemented curved coalgebra pXT, δ2, δ1, δ0, pr0, in0q. A morphism of curved
homotopy coalgebras pg˜1, g0q : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ with Y
‚
0 “ 0 is taken to pg1, g0q : XT Ñ Y T ,
where g1 : XT Ñ Y T P Coalg is the only morphism equal to`
XT
eX
Ñ XT˜
g˜1
Ñ Y T˜
e´1
XÑ Y T
˘
P hCoalg,
see Lemma 4.6 and Proposition 1.12. In fact, postcomposing the first equation of (2.2)
with eY and precomposing (2.6) with eX we get equivalent equations. Precomposing (2.7)
with eX we get the second equation of (2.2). Therefore, the assignment on morphisms
is bijective. Identity morphisms go to identity morphisms. Clearly the composition is
preserved.
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Denote by ucAlg` the full subcategory of ucAlg formed by unit-complemented curved
algebras A with A¯‚0 “ 0. For such A the bar-construction BarA is in chCoalg`, so we
may compose:
Bar`
def
“
`
ucAlg`
Bar
Ñ chCoalg` Ă Ñ ucCoalg`
˘
.
Restricting Cobar we get Cobar` “ Cobar
ˇˇ
: ucCoalg` Ñ ucAlg`.
4.8 Theorem. The functors Cobar` : ucCoalg` ⇆ ucAlg` : Bar` are adjoint to each
other.
Proof. For anyXT˜ P chCoalg` there is an element peX , 0q P CCoalgpXT,XT˜ q. Map (2.16)
in the form cCoalgpC,XT q ˆ CCoalgpXT,XT˜ q Ñ CCoalgpC,XT˜ q restricted to peX , 0q
leads to
p : cCoalgpC,XT q ÝÑ CCoalgpC,XT˜ q,
pf1, f0q ÞÝÑ pf1, f0q ¨ peX , 0q “ pf1eX , f0q.
By Lemma 4.6 this map admits an inverse
q : CCoalgpC,XT˜ q ÝÑ cCoalgpC,XT q,
pg˜1, g0q ÞÝÑ pg1 “ g˜1e
´1
X , g0q.
Therefore, p is a bijection.
By construction p is natural in C P cCoalg. It is natural also in XT˜ P chCoalg` by an
easy computation based on the relation h1eX “ eX h˜1 : XT Ñ Y T˜ P hCoalg for an arbi-
trary h˜1 : XT˜ Ñ Y T˜ P hCoalg, X
‚
0 “ Y
‚
0 “ 0. (Note that h1 : XT Ñ Y T may have non-
trivial component h1;0 : 1 Ñ Y .) As a corollary we get a bijection cCoalgpC,Bar`Aq Ñ
CCoalgpC,BarAq natural in C P cCoalg, A P ucAlg`. Combining it with the top row
of diagram (4.2) we obtain a bijection ucAlgpCobarC,Aq
„
ÝÑ ucCoalgpC,Bar`Aq natural
in C P ucCoalg, A P ucAlg`. Assuming additionally that C P ucCoalg` we deduce the
adjunction stated in the theorem.
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